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A FEW THOUGHTS.
’Tjs vain to hope a change is near,
Since wisdom bids us ask it not;
Had man the gift through lime to peer,
He could not change his earthly lot.
Poor wretch! the veil that hides his fate,
Might rise to wring the bitter groan;
Then would he find—alasl too late,
Contentment n’er could be his own.
In such a gaze ah! who can tell,
The darken’d picture he would see!
What horrors in its colors dwell—
In dark back ground what clouds there be?
To fell despair become a prey,
His wretched heart no more could love:
Forth from his breast hope flees away,
To brighter, fairer climes above.
O could it pass but in a dream,
To see what God hath wisely hid,
llow blest would be the morning beam 
That burst apart the chained eye-lid!
And when from light that vision fled!
And reason's reign once more began,
Would he who dreamed not leave his bed,
A wiser and a happier man? W. B. C.
AFRICA.
Monthly Concert in Park Street Church Boston. 
August 2.
After prayer by Rev. N. Adams, Rev. I)r. 
Anderson said, as there was little intelligence 
this month, lie should occupy the greater part 
of the time allotted to him, in presenting 
Western Africa, as a field for missionary en­
terprise. This portion of Africa extends about 
1900 miles each way from the meridian of 
London, which passes through its center. It 
embraces 20 degrees of latitude, and has an 
extent of coast of about 3000 miles, passing 
above Cape Verd. The part of special inter­
est extends from the Cameroon mountain to 
Cape Verd, about, 2,500 miles. This is 
about one-sixth of the whole coast of the 
African continent. There is an extensive 
range of mountain, running nearly parallel to 
the coast, and at no great distance from it. 
This lias commonly gone by the name of the 
Kong mountains; but it would seem that Kong 
is the Mandingo name for mountain. The 
real name of this range on the west is said to 
be, the Snowy mountains; hut further east, 
they are called the Mountains of the Moon. 
There are also other mountain ranges in the 
interior.
It has been justly said that “rivers are the 
roads in tropical countries.” And it might be 
added, that steamers are the proper vehicles 
for travelling these roads. It is stated, how­
ever, that the prevailing winds, are up the 
African rivers, especially the Congo and 
Niger, so as to favor the navigation of them 
by sailing vessels. One of the most remark­
able features of Western Africa is the great 
number of its rivers. 'There are between 90 
and 100, many of them navigable, and the 
Niger and Senegal will hear comparison with 
the most noble rivers on the continent of 
America. A French steamer plies more than 
700 miles up the Senegal; and it is said that 
vessels of sixty tons burden navigate the Fa- 
leme, a branch of it. Gambia is also a noble 
river. It is eleven miles wide at its mouth. 
But the noblest of all is the Niger, which is 
evidently designed to be, (when the gospel 
and civilization shall prevail there) the great 
highway of Western Africa. It has its source 
only about 200 miles north of Cape Palmas, 
the other side of the Snowy mountains, and 
sweeps round to the Atlantic, a distance prob­
ably of 2,500 miles. It is known to naviga­
ble 2000 miles. Below Boussa, Lander 
states that its width is sometimes four miles. 
It is one of the most remarkable rivers in the 
world, destined to give scope for the enter- 
prize of a vast population. Major Laing 
went near it, when he went from Sierra Le­
one to Fallaba, 200 miles; but this journey
days; which 
‘rivers are the
occupied him 56 wearisome
gives force to the remark that 
roads in tropical countries.”
The Schadda, the great branch of the Niger 
on the east, is supposed to he navigable 600 
miles at least.
The business of exploring Africa is very 
expensive. But God has given it to govern­
ments and men of the world to do this. The 
British government has expended $300,000, 
before the expedition which has just gone out 
to the Niger. Not less than half a million has 
been expended to explore this field,—not by 
tbe church but the world. There has been a 
<legree of zeal and self-denying enterprize in 
tlie work, which has scarcely a parallel in the 
church of modern times.
I he missions in Western Africa are in con­
nection with European and American settle­
ments, except the Methodist mission among 
the Ashantees. But the grand tendency in 
this religious enterprise is now towards the 
Niger. It is about ten years since that was 
opened by the discoveries of the Landers. 
Ever since, commerce, (which meets with 
many obstructions from the predatory tribes 
on the river) has been struggling to get into 
ac interior. Two or three vessels from
Rhode Island, have made the attempt. A 
company in England sent two or three steam­
ers there. There is also one steamer now 
there owned by a mercantile house in Scot­
land.
American Missionary Societies have been 
looking on, watching the openings of Provi­
dence; but until lately, they have not known 
how to get missionaries even to the mouth of 
the Niger. That difficulty is now remedied 
by the progress of our commerce eastward. 
We can land missionaries on Fernando Po, 
an island near the entrance to the great river.
'l'he coast of Africa is generally unhealthy. 
This makes it desirable that there should he 
a spot near the Niger, where missionaries 
might ascend above the fever level, which is 
about four thousand feet above the sea, and 
there remain, till they have an opportunity to 
go into the interior. 'The island of Fernando 
Po, seems to have been designed for this 
very purpose. It ascends ten thousand feet; 
and near it on the main land, is Mount Cam­
eroon, which is fourteen thousand feet high. 
It may be seen from the island.
But how shall they get up the Niger? They 
must follow in the track of commerce. The 
speaker thought, however, that foreign com­
merce, unaided hv the powerful arm of some 
government, would not soon succeed in es­
tablishing its marts, on a river, so infected as 
this is with lawless hordes. How grateful 
should'we then recognize the hand of Provi­
dence in provoking that necessary aid. He 
referred to the expedition just sent by the 
British government up the Niger, composed 
of three iron steamers, fitted out at an expense 
of $>300,000, and intended to furnish the mer­
chant and Christian philanthropist with faci­
lities for accomplishing their objects. It is 
an enterprize big with consequences to Africa 
and the world. It has a missionary chaplain, 
and is authorized to take in missionaries on its 
way. Is it too much to expect that it will 
penetrate 1,200 miles to Timbucto, forming 
treaties all along, and thus preparing the way7 
for the merchant, the missionary, and the 
Bible ?—Boston Recorder.
PARENTS.
The following account of Mrs. Huntingdon, 
on the method employed by her in educating 
her children, is worthy of serious attention 
on the part of parents:
“I begin to have my children in the room 
at prayers, within the month after their birth; 
and they always continue to he present, unless 
they are sick, or excluded the privileges as a 
punishment for having been very naughty. It 
is difficult, when they are quite young, to keep 
them perfectly still. But the habit of think­
ing they arc too young to be present at family 
devotion, is a had one. And besides, if they 
do not come in, some one is obliged to remain 
out with them, and is thus deprived of a pre­
cious privilege, and an important means of 
grate. After they get to be two years, or 
more, old, and are able to understand the 
meaning of your conduct, if they play, or in 
any way make a disturbance, they may he 
taken out, and compelled to remain by them­
selves till the service is Over; which will gen­
erally he felt by them to he so great a punish­
ment., that they will not soon commit a simi­
lar offence. I would not do this, however, 
on every slight deviation from perfect order, 
as children cannot be expected to conduct 
themselves like men.
“As to the government, I have always 
made it a rule never to give a child what it is 
passionately earnes't to have, however proper 
the object may he in itself; because, other­
wise an association would be immediately 
formed in the mind between importunity and 
success. Were a child always told, when 
he cries for a thing, ‘You shall have it when 
you show a proper temper,’ it would soon 
teach him to be reasonable. I think it the 
destruction of government to be capricious; 
to refuse, one day, what, in circumstances not 
seen by the child to he different, is granted 
on another; to let fretting and teasing carry a 
point at one time, when at another, they 
would bring punishment. Children very soon 
see whether we are consistent; and little de­
viations from an established rule do great mis­
chief, and are often slidden into very imper­
ceptibly by the parent, though the child is 
quick-sighted enough to observe them.
“One thing, my dear friend, I think of the 
greatest importance, and that is that children 
be made always to mind and consider the 
parent’s word as their law.—Giving up once, 
after a command has passed, may lay the 
foundation, and lead to the establishment of.a 
principle of insubordination as troublesome as 
unconquerable. For this reason, absolute 
commands, should be as few as possible. I 
also think it dangerous to play with children 
in the way of command, saying1 ‘Do this or 
that,’ when you do not mean the thing mwst 
be done. It weakens parental authority. 1 
never like to tell very small children to kiss 
strangers, as they often feel a degree of back­
wardness very difficult to overcome; and if 
they refuse, it is necessary to pass it over 
without compelling obedience, which should 
not be; or to have a combat with them before 
the company which hardens them to reproof. 
It is better to say, if a stranger offers to kiss 
them and they refuse, and it is thought best 
to say any thing, ‘your kisses arc of no great 
consequence; they may be dispensed with, 1 
dare say.’ ’This leads the child to think he 
is not of much importance as he might be 
otherwise led to suppose.
“It is also very necessary to good govern­
ment that punishment should be proportioned 
to offences. If we make no distinction be­
tween intentional and complicated offences, 
and careless inadvertencies, the child, by the
frequent recurrence of these latter faults, and 
the sharp rebukes they bring upon him, will 
become so accustomed to severe reproof, that 
he will not mind it. Tenderness of heart 
is the most powerful human engine of parental 
government; and when this is lost, unless the 
grace of God interposes, the inevitable conse- 
of frequent reproof is, a heart blunted in its 
sensibilities, and unmoved by the parent’s 
pleasure. Of course, all temptations should, 
as much as possible, be put out of the way ol 
children. Many little things should not he 
observed, which if you were conscious the 
child knew you had observed, ought to he 
reproved. L harsh and angry tone should 
never be used, unless a gentle one has previ­
ously failed. And I believe, where the 
authority of the parent is early established by 
the mild and gentle means to some of which 
I have alluded, severe means need be resorted 
to very seldom.”—Pittsburg Christian Mv.
A TRUE AND TOUCHING SKETCH FROM 
REAL LIFE.
A short winter day was just drawing to a close, 
as a young and poorly clad girl reached the door 
of a splendid mansion in Bleecker street, New 
York. The servant ushered her into a large and 
elegant apartment, where sat Mrs. B., the mis­
tress of so much wealth and grandeur, in conver­
sation with a friend. The young girl stood a 
moment, then curtsied, and presented to Mrs. B. 
a small bundle, saying, “I hope the work will 
suit you, ma’am.”
“The work is well enough,” said Mrs. B. ex­
amining it carefully; “bjt why did you not 
bring it before? It is at least a week past the 
time it was promised? Unless you are more 
punctual, and keep your word better, I cannot 
let you have any more work.”
It was growing dark, and the room was not 
yet lighted, so that the tears that gathered in the 
girl’s eyes could not be seen, but her voice was 
very tremulous as she answered:
“I did not mean to break my word, ma’am; 
hut my mother has been much worse, and my 
little brother, in chopping wood, cut his foot, so
1 had to”----- here her voice became inarticulate,
and she hastened out of the room.
“That is always the way with these people,” 
said Mrs. B., “a sick mother, ora sick aunt, or a 
cut foot, any thing for an excuse.”
“Meantime Mary reached the humble dwell­
ing she called home. Whether her feelings were 
laboring under the wound thoughtlessly inflicted, 
or her mother’s illness distressed her, or her heart 
sickened at the thought of helpless poverty, or it 
might have been the contrast between the room 
she had left and the one she had just entered, 
which forced itself upon her; whatever was the 
cause, contrary to her usual serenity, anil care io 
appear as cheerful as possible before her mother, 
she covered her face with her hands, and leaning 
upon the rude table before her, burst into a pas­
sion of tears. It was but for a moment, for a 
faint voice from the bed called, “Mary, dear, 
wipe your eyes, arid sit down by me here, and 
read the thirty-fourth Psalm. It will do us both 
good.”
Mary reached down from the shelf the well- 
worn Bihle, and seated at the foot of her mo­
ther’s bed, in a subdued tone read aloud. She 
had just finished reading the verse, “Many arc 
afflictions of the righteous, hut the Lord deliver- 
eth him out of them all,” when a gentle tap was 
heard at the door. A little girl, some years 
younger than Mary, opened it, and a lady entered.
“Is this where Mary Morris lives?”
Mary started from the bed. “That is my 
name, ma’am.”
“Ah, yes, you are the one I just saw at Mrs. 
B.’s. I inquired you out, and have coine to see 
if I could be of any service to you. Flow is 
your mother?”
The last tallow candle was dimly burning be 
side the bed where Mary had been reading. The 
lady went towards it, and took the hand of the 
emaciated sufferer.
“Have you any physician?”
“No, ma’am. My poor husband’s last sick­
ness cost me so much, that 1 have now nothing 
to pay one. I hope I shall get better in a few 
days, and then all will go on well; hut it is very 
hard for poor Mary.”
“But you have a high fever, and should be at­
tended to. My husband is a physician; he will 
call and prescribe for you; and here are some 
provisions for the children; and Mary, just open 
the door; my servant has brought you a wheel- 
borrow load of wood ready split; give all your 
attention to your mother, and you shall be provi­
ded for.”
Their hearts were too full for expression of 
thanks; but the lady needed them not to convince 
her that there was no luxury like that of doing 
good. There were tears shed in that humble 
room that night, but not of bitterness, and there 
were thanksgivings that ore “increased with 
goods, and have need of nothing.”
N. B. Mrs. B. went that night to witness the 
performance of a popular tragedy, and was so 
overcome by the distresses of the hero and he­
roine, as to be unable to attend to any thing for 
several days.
NEGLECT OF PRIVATE DEVOTION.
It gives the enemy an advantage against the 
soul, and by dampening the ardor of spiritual af­
fections, strengthens inbred corruptions. It fos­
ters spiritual sloth, engenders earthty-minded- 
ness, blunts the edge of conscience, induces a 
laxity of Christian morals, and eventually, if per 
severed in, an indisposition to the public duties 
of religion. It should be dreaded as an alarming 
indication of indifference to the promised help of 
the Holy Spirit, and an awful slighting of the 
rich mercies tendered to us in the gospel. How 
very different is every instance of real neglect, 
in its character and consequence, to that imagi­
nary kind over which the pious Christian some­
times mourns! Incapacitated for retiring to his 
closet, by some bodily disease, which renders the 
constant attendance of another person upon him 
necessary, lie is deprived of the opportunities of 
private devotion for which he thirsts, and is fre­
quently interrupted when mentally calling on his 
God. Being thus prevented from pouring out
his heart before the Lord, with all that copious 
ness and enlargement he could desire, (though he 
prays sincerely and very earnestly in the way of 
ejaculation,) lie feels a deficiency; and without 
considering the circumstances under which he is 
placed, suspects himself of neglect, and is much 
grieved. This is his infirmity; it is not neglect, 
though it seems to him to be such. If the 
cause were removed, the effect would imme­
diately cease. He docs not voluntarily absent 
himself from his closet; his heart is still there; 
and thither would he resort, if restored to health. 
In the mean time, the secret aspirations of his 
soul will be favorably regarded, and will ulti­
mately be openly rewarded by his heavenly Fa­
ther, as prayers offered to him in secret.
In like manner the Christian may suspect him­
self guilty of some neglect of secret prayer, when 
his mind is effected, and his animal spirits are 
depressed with some corporial malady which 
does not confine him to his apartments, but un­
fits his mind for exertion, and disqualifies him 
for bending his knees in prayer, or prevents his 
continuing long in that position. Under such 
an affliction he may feel (if kneeling) much las­
situde; his thoughts confused, his desires lan­
guid, his affections cold, his petitions faint, his 
praise inanimate, and be much grieved; ascribing 
it to indisposition to private prayer, bordering 
on a neglect of the duty; because in another po­
sition of body, he feels himself very differently 
affected with spiritual things. But can this be 
neglect? Does it border upon it? He has a 
mind, a will, a heart, to pray in secret; and, not­
withstanding his bodily indisposition, makes an 
effort to do so. “The spirit is willing, but the 
flesh is weak.” The lamented deficiencies of his 
prayers will be graciously pardoned, and his im­
perfect petitions mercifully accepted and an­
swered, for his heavenly Father, who seeth in se­
cret, “searcheth the heart, and knoweth what is 
in the mind of the spirit; (Korn, vii., 27,) and 
will register the sorrowful sighings of his con­
trite ones, to be openly rewarded, in the last 
great day.—Miss Hannah Moore.
MORAL INFLUENCE OF GREAT CITIES.
BY REV. JOHN TODD.
Great cities in proportion to their wealth 
and population must decide the character of the 
nation. Let them be filled with the influen­
ces of religion, and with the waters of life, and 
the whole nation bathes in them; let them be­
come corrupt— the depositories of all that is 
polluted in the land—and they are the great 
slaughter houses of the soul, and the recruiting 
places of the world of darkness.
The parents who live here, and the parents 
who send their sons here—the absent mo­
thers, who spend sleepne^s nights, praying 
that their children may be shielded from 
temp'/ioiG not fho'only people who are 
interested in the moral character of the great 
city. The whole land is interested.
Here, unprotected and unsuspecting youth 
walks over concealed pit-falls—and what can 
throw a shield over him. to protect him from 
temptation—and what hand will grasp his 
and keep him from falling? Here mind is 
gathered, excited, restless, sleepless—and 
what can make it feel its responsibility to live 
for man and God? What can prevent the 
great city from becoming an awful charnel- 
house—what, if not the religion of the heart 
—the religion of the bihle? ,
0! whatmind will come and cool the feverish, 
refresh tire weary, invigorate the feeble, give 
nerve to the strong for high and noble doing, 
except the breath of the Almighty? And 
when you think of this everchanging mass— 
these hopes constantly withering—when you 
think that out of every thirty or forty that you 
see thronging these streets, one must every 
year drop into the grave, and he forgotten— 
will you say that we are out of the way when 
we plead, that if there he one spot on earth 
beyond all others, which needs the religion of 
Christ, in all its powers, that spot is the great, 
city?
Upon other spots sweeter dews may fall; 
over other spots brighter rainbows may hang; 
around other spots there may he more of 
poetry and romance—more that seems like 
the garden of Eden before the serpent entered 
—but at no point do the arrows of death fall 
so rapidly and with such fearful certainity-— 
upon no point of the foodstool of God is the 
demoralization and death going on with such 
terrible power—and over no spot are the 
shouts of the spirits accused so loud, as that 
point which we call the great city.
When the great city, in modern times, 
throws off the authority of God, and becomes 
so proud as to take its fate into its own hands, 
the angel of wo does not now come as 
he came to Sodom, with the vial of wrath 
in his hand—not as he paused over Babylon, 
with the mill-stone in his hand—not as he 
stood in Jerusalem, waving the drawn sword 
—not in the shock of war, as he hurled Nine­
veh from her old foundations, and trampled 
Jerusalem under foot; but he now comes un­
seen, and cuts the cords which bind men to 
conscience, and the judgments of God come 
in the shape of a hardening heart, and a seared 
conscience, and the city is cursed by being on­
ly' a wide gate-way into the world of eternal 
sinning.
Oh! the great city—the great city!—thou 
personification of all that is great, and splen­
did, and glorious, and magnificent among mor­
tals—thou hast no walls to ^protect thee, no 
gates ol brass to shut any thing out from thee; 
hut, when I think of the multitudes of busy 
dreamers, each of whom might shine as the 
sun, in the firmament of heaven, to all eterni­
ty; when I think of the wealth, which if con­
secrated to God, might make the distant 
mountain and valley ring for joy; when I 
think ol thy talents, which might devise and 
execute a highway for our God; when I think 
ol thy fashions and follies, which are the sea 
in which such multitudes float down to ruin,
so many of thy sons and (laughters every 
week; I think of that multitude of souls, so fe­
verish, so restless, so longing for some body 
to show them something good; when I think 
of thy sins, so great, so constantly crying to 
heaven for vengence, and when I think of that 
long, long eternity which we must shortly
meet__ 1 tremble, and bless God that, with
a feeble voice, though with the impotency of 
dust and ashes, 1 may speak to these my hea­
rers, and beg their prayers, their sympathies, 
and their hearts, for the work of saving the 
great cities of our land. I shall try, God 
permitting, on a future occasion, to tell them 
what they may do, and how they may do it 
In the meantime, let it be written on the 
heart, that the man who lives and acts as 
a member of the .great city, has a vast re­
sponsibility resting upon him. He has a- 
hundant opportunities to do good; and fear­
ful will be his account if he neglects and 
wastes them. The ship in which he has 
taken his passage to the eternal world, is 
freighted with treasures which worlds could 
not purchase. All around are the rocks and 
the quicksands, and the ten tousand dan­
gers. 'This cargo can be landed safely-—
and everlasting songs of gratitude shall be i , e , .
/, , i. i r ’ i • tore the hearl found words to express its sym-noured upon the head ol every one who is I , , . . . . r ,r , , e c n , pathy; and with a unanimity surpassed onlyfaithful; but fearfully will he meet his doom, f . , „ , , , , ’, , r i t . i it °y their boundless love, they dealt out their
1 supplies from the treasury of the church,
'whenever there was an object to receive-, or a 
known necessity to require it. Where the 
poor in one place were numerous, and the 
brethren were unable, from their limited 
means to afford them adequate support, they 
applied to some richer church in the neigh­
borhood, and never was it known in those 
days of active benevolence, that the appeal 
was fruitlessly made, or coldly received; 
Though they had poor of their own to main­
tain, neighboring and foreign churches were 
always ready to transmit contributions in aid 
of the Christians in distant parts, anil many 
and splendid are the instances on record, of 
ministers and people, on intelligence of any 
pressing emergency, hastening with their trea­
sures for the relief of those whom they had 
never seen, but with whom they were united 
by the strong lies of the same faith and hopes.
CRUELTY OF SEDUCERS.
Dr. Jenks, commenting upon the case of 
Judah, who said of his victim, "Let her be 
burnt,"—remarks “Hotv like to this of Judah 
is the conduct of some, reckoned among ‘hon­
orable men,’ who will snyof the ’miseiaM® 
viofims of thr-;r- rhamffl-. s lieo an.'? •enprihvi- 
pled selfishness, (lor when was there a case 
of seduction in which the most sacred prom­
ises were not broke ?) bring her forth t(nd let 
her be burnt, consumed by unhallowed fires, 
branded with infamy, never to he forgiven or 
forgotten 1 Let her he east forth from every 
means of honest livelihood, and starve or pros­
titute her body, till sickness and misery carry 
her to the grave, among millions of her race 
swallowed up by the loathsome diseases of 
lust. But where is he, on whom rests a 
double, verf, treble guilt ?—Where is he ? In 
the saloons ol the gay, caressed by females' 
who know his character, and yet would he 
thought virtuous ! For such, it would seem, 
that opportunities and concealment are only 
wanting, to make them guilty cf the same sin, 
for which they so haughtily and hypocritically 
scorn their sister, while they flutter around 
her ten-fold more despicable betrayer! Vir­
tuous women, show that mere appearance is 
not all the virtue society can boast. Pur^e 
your social circle of this reproach ! I’ity and 
restore (while you abhor the cause of her 
misery) the child and victim of sin; yeS, pity 
and save before it he too late.—Prudes and 
hypocrites, male and female!—hut it may be, 
you will not listen till the day when the 
thoughts of all hearts shall be disclosed; when 
the God of 'Truth shall rend the veil that 
pride, affectation, and respectability, have 
thrown over the deformity of your rotten 
hearts, and the light of eternity show them to 
the universe in all their loathsomeness.”
he did was to help 
selves for heaven.
men to unfit tliem-
SABBATH MAILS.
It is probably known to most of our read­
ers, that the Sabbath mail from New-York to 
Boston lias for some time been suspended. 
The fact lias “excited no small stir” among 
our merchants, politicians and editors, and 
brought no small amount of abuse upon the 
authorities at Washington. The causes of 
the suspension have not been understood, and 
conjecture has been busily though vainly oc­
cupied in searching them out. But the Atlas 
of last Saturday gives a communication from 
a correspondent, who writes as by authority, 
which clears up the matter quite satisfactorily. 
He says:
The true reason is with the public senti­
ment and the moral and religious habits of the 
country through which this line runs, and the 
enormous expense of commanding the only 
mode of transportation which can be employed 
on a day when its proprietors could only de­
pend upon indemnity on the mail pay! 
Therein lie the true obstacles to Sabbath mail 
octvice, out of Vorls, onntvi-nrtl, untl jjot
in any negligence of the (government. Look 
further at the facts. Oil the route from New 
York to New7 Haven, steamboat service is 
obtained for six days out of the seven, at 
$3,000 per annum; while for transportation 
between the same points, including Sunday; 
under the control of the department, they 
demand $25,000, making a difference of 
$17,000 for these considerations.
Nor is tiffs all; there is another link in the 
chain, from New Haven to Hartford—thirty- 
five miles—for which “the Department has 
been unable Io make any arrangement what­
ever,” because the Company decline to name 
any siflu that will induce it to take up the 
mail on Sunday. Moreover, on the other 
routes to Boston, via Norwich and Stoning­
ton, “the boats have never run on the Sabbath, 
nor can any proposals be extorted from them, 
to carry the mail on that day.”
These are cheering facts to the friends of 
the Sabbath. They prove that prayers and 
labors put forth for rescuing the day from 
profanation, have not been in vain, though 
they not yet have effected all the good aimed 
at. And they prove die existence of a more 
elevated tone of moral sentiment, than has 
been before ascertained to exist, even in New 
England. And, they urge to continued and 
augmented effort for the enforcement of the 
Sabbath thoughout the country: nay, more, 
they give every encouragement to such effort.
It lias been before stated, and demonstrated, 
that the expense of the “Sabbath mail” is too 
grievous to be borne. Like the idolatry of 
Jerusalem, it is “a burdensome stone” to the 
whole country. It is that which lias made 
the Post Office department bankrupt, anil 
compelled it to go begging into the Ilalls of 
Congress for $500,000 to pay its debts, while 
in other years it was a source of Revenue to 
Government. The Sabbath of tlje Lord 
cannot be so violated, with impunity. “Will 
a man rob God ?’’ Yet this whole nation lias 
robbed Him, by trampling on that portion of 
time he claims as his own.
And, for ought that appears, the Govern­
ment Would continue the same course notwith­
standing its rebuke, could it command the 
means. But it cannot construct railroads, 
and build steamboats for the single purpose of 
conveying the mail, and as there is too much 
virtue in community, to suffer the ordinary 
lines of communication to be kept open for 
that purpose alone, it is reduced to the neces­
sity of suspending it. We hope that Govern­
ment itself will ere long become convinced of 
its error; and that our merchants will find out 
that the gains they make by the profanation 
of holy time are put into a hag with holes; 
and that our politicians and editors will learn 
that those who honor God he jvill honor, and 
those who despise Him shall be lightly 
esteemed.—Boston Recorder.
Be NEVOLENCE OF PRIMITIVE ClIRISTIANS. 
— The present has been called, by way of 
distinction, "the age of benevolence.” Com­
pared with primitive Christians, however, we 
have but a feeble claim to that distinctive ap- 
pcllatii.®. I lie benevolence of the apostolic
lands or houses, sold them, and brought the 
prices of the things that were sold, and laid 
them down at the apostle’s feet; and distribu­
tion was made unto every man according as 
lie had need,” is familiar to every reader of 
the New 'Testament. 'The following descrip­
tion of the succeeding age, is from “Coleman’s 
Christian Antiquities:”
“The custom was for every one in turn to 
bring under public notice the case of a brother 
or sister, oi whose necessitous circumstances 
he had no knowledge, and forthwith a dona­
tion was ordered out of the funds of the 
church, which the voluntary contributions of 
the faithful supplied. No strong or heart­
stirring appeals were necessary tv, reach the 
hidden source of their ‘sympathies; no cold 
calculations of prudence regulated the distri­
bution of their public aims; no fears of doubt­
ful propriety suggested delay for the con­
sideration of the claim; no petty jealousies as 
to the preference of one recommendation to 
another were allowed to freeze the genial cur­
rent of their charity. By whomsoever the 
case was recommended, or in whatever cir­
cumstances the claim was made, the hand of 
benevolence had answered the call almost be-
Spain.—A most serious misunderstanding 
exists between the Pope of Rome and his 
hitherto most subservient vassal, Spain. 'The 
latter, though its present government, has is­
sued a manifesto against the former, and has 
followed this by a decree, “enjoining magis­
trates and prelates to proceed with rigor 
against all who may invoke, or execute, or 
represent as valid, the papal orders contained 
in the late allocutions or bulls of the Court of 
Rome.’ Of course the Pope is putting into 
operation his engines to humble the refrac­
tory Spaniards; and by intrigues and secret 
societies of The Faith, he hopes to gain his 
point. We have very little hope that a country 
which has been so long priest-ridden, has 
sufficient virtue and power remaining to defeat 
so formidable an enemy.
Mormonism in England.—A late London 
paper speaks of the departure ofgreat numbers 
of deluded people for the Mormon settlements 
in this country. It adds—Some of tiiese un­
fortunate dupes, who have broken up com­
fortable establishments at home, are on the 
brink of the grave, but they believe that on 
their arrival at the American paradise they 
shall be made young again and shall live for a 
thousand years! On Wednesday about 76 
of these people went down the Gloucester 
Canal to Sharpness Point, and on Thursday 
a wagon-load of the same description of ignor­
ant fanatics took their departure for the same 
destination, all of them intending to embark- 
at Sharpness lor America.
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ANNUAL ADDRESS OF BISHOP MffLVAINE 
TO THE CONVENTION OF THE DIOCESE 
OF OHIO.
Brethren:—Vt’e are again met together in the 
presence, and by the kind providence of God, to con­
sult one with another, and to endeavor to help one 
another in regard to the promotion of the Gospel, 
through the ordinances of the Church. Another 
year of stewardship to all of us, whether we be in 
the ministry or out of it, has passed since we were 
last assembled. Again 1 have it to mention, as a 
subject of thankfulness to the Lord and Head of the 
Church, that, during that period, none of our band 
of laborers in the diocese have been called away from 
his work to give an account ofhis stewardship. The 
Lord would give us more tune to do the work of 
evangelists—to make full proof of our ministry, to 
testify before the world, our love to his truth, and 
to be the honored instruments of turning many to 
righteousness. May we all diligently redeem the 
time, keeping in myid that ifthe Lord delayeth his 
coming, out of mercy to us, and those to whom we 
are sent, nevertheless he cometh, he cometh to call 
us to his bar, to take knowledge of our ministry. 
The time cannot be far off when some of us must 
meet Him, and know, whether having preached to 
others, they themselves shall be cast away, or be 
accounted as good stewards ot his n'.aniibld grace. 
The annual return of our Convention, when we 
come together to report our doings, and toencouiage 
one anoiher in our work, should promote in us seri­
ous considerations of the near approach of that great 
and universal assemblage after wluch each will go 
to his own place of happiness or misery; that gath­
ering together of tie shepherd and the flocks, 
when every act, every word, every motive of our 
ministry, all opportunities of usefulness unimproved, 
all falling shortoft.be faithful delivery of the mes 
sage of God to sinners; all lack of zeal in warning 
the impenitent, and in promoting the growth of the 
children of God in grace, must be answered lor. 
Blessed he who shall then be appoved as a good and 
faithful servant, having put his talents to usury, and 
made increase to the glory ofhis Master. lie shall 
have place in “the general assembly and church of 
the first born whose names are written in heaven.”
Under the influence of the these thoughts, it be­
hoves me to look back upon my oflicial labors, during 
the past year. One thing 1 can truly say with 
St. Paul, “1 have been with you,” brethren, nearly 
all of you, and your several flocks, during the year, 
“tn. much weakness,” “and my speech and rny 
preaching hive not been with enticing words of 
man’s wisdom.” How far they have been “with 
the demonstration of the Spirit and of power,” only 
God knows; but 1 have truly sought, always to 
preach the gospel, as fully in its solemn and awful 
application to the impenitent and disobedient, as 
simple in its preciousness and beauty and glory to 
the penitent and believing follower of Christ as pos­
sible. I look back, and consider how much of the 
seed of the word 1 have been permitted to sow since 
we last met, in how many places, in what a variety 
of soils, 1 thank God for such a privilege, the honor 
of being allowed to preach the gospel to so many 
souls, many of whom, drawn by the novelty of a Bish­
op’s visitation, were induced to attend and hear the 
word-at his lips, whose years are ordinarily spent iri 
utter neglect of the means of grace. '-'ay God re­
gard (hat seed, give it growth, though it be long 
unseen: and while you, brethren, have your respec­
tive fields immediately under your eye, so that the joy 
of'seeing the fruit of your ministry, in,he conversion 
of sinners, and the ripening piety of the children of 
God, often gladdens your hearts, and gives praise 
to your prayers, I, “through your prayers and the 
supply of the Spirit of Jesus Christ,’’ may have joy 
in the great day, in beholding, that though often 
sowing by the wayside, and on the rock, and amidst 
thorns; and my labor has not been m vain in the 
Lord.
Time allows me to go into no farther account of 
my official doings than a concise statement in out­
line. Aly narrative must begin with the Sunday 
which we last passed together at the close of the 
Convention at Mount Vernon, August the 9th, 1841. 
On that day, you witnessed the ordination of Rev. 
John Ufford and George B. Sturges to the office of 
priesthood, and of Mr. John Sandalls, Mr. John Jay 
Okiil and John Henshaw to the office of deacon. 
After that, my first visitation was to the parish of 
St. Luke’s, Granville, on Sunday, Sept. 13th, 1840, 
at which time 1 preached twice and confirmed 
twelve persons. On the evening of same day, I 
preached in Trinity Church, Newark, then vacant. 
Oct. 18, (Sunday) I visited St. Matthews, Perry, 
and preached once. The Sunday following, the 
parish then just organized nt Dresden, called the 
parish of Zion Church, where 1 preached twice. 
Nov. 4th, visited St. t imothy s ehurcli. Massillon, 
held three services, preached twice, and confirmed 
sixteen. Prospects of the church .there much im­
proved, number of persons who seemed to he earnest­
ly engaged in the service of God, much increased.
Nov. 6th, visited St. Paul’s Akron, then in charge 
of the Rev. Mr. Davis, now vacant, held three ser­
vices, preached twice and confirmed six: the pros­
pects of the parish were then encouraging. I believe 
it only needs a permanently settled as well as 
faithful minister in Akron to build up a prosperous 
congregation on the foundation at present laid. 
Nov. 7, visited St. Johns, Cuyahoga Falls, preached 
twice and confirmed eleven, found the congregation 
much grown and all the interests of the parish much 
improved. The ministry of Air. Fairchild there 
seems to have been blessed of the Lord. Sunday, 
8th, visited Christ church, Franklin, preached twice 
and confirmed twenty-three,, a large number for the 
size of the congregation: the parish is now vacant. 
The day following visited Bethel church, Boston, 
preached once, confirmed three, and administered 
ihe Lord's Supper. Tuesday, 16th, visited St. 
Paul’s, Medina, and met there the North-Eastern 
Convocation, held three services, preached twice 
and confirmed sixteen. The next day, visited St. Ste­
phen's, Grafton, held two set-'ices, preached once 
and confirmed three. This parish is no w unsupplied, 
and greatly embarrassed by debt. Thursday, Nov. 
12, visited Christ church, Liverpool, and preached 
same day St,. Luke’s church, consecrated the church 
and preached, and confirmed owe: this little parish 
is now unsupplied. Nov. 14, visited St. Philip's, 
Strongville, also unsupplied, preached once. Sun­
day, Nov. 15, 16 and 17, visited the churches in 
Cleveland and Ohio City, pleached twice in St.. 
John's, Ohio City, arid confirmed Jiw, and three 
times in Trinity church, Cleveland, ami confirmed 
tinmty-seven. The congregation in Cleveland has
greatly prospered during the last t>n years, while 
that in Ohio City, under great embarrassments, has 
made great efforts and succeeded in disencumbering 
itself, in a great degree, of a heavy debt: its pros 
peels in spiritual things, under the faithful labors of 
its pastor and the divine blessing, are much improved. 
Nov. I 8, visited St. John's, Dover, preached once, 
confirmed three, and ordained the Rev. D. \V. Tol- 
ford of Ohio City, to the office of priesthood, the 
Rev. Mr. Bury presenting, and the Rev. Mr. Gran­
ville with him assisting. Nov. 19th, visited St. An­
drews, Elyria, preached once and confirmed two. 
Next day. St. John’s, Wakeman, preached, and con­
firmed three. The following day, Trinity church, 
Lyme, and preached. That little parish, and the 
diocese generally, has since been bereaved in the 
death of one of its most devoted, intelligent and ex­
emplary laymen, Judge Woodward, at. whose house 
1 was then affectionately received, and who is now,
I doubt not, accepted of God in heaven, through 
Christ, in whom lie believed. Mr. Woodward was 
once a Trustee of our Diocesan Theological Semi­
nary, frequently h. delegate to our Conventions, and 
always deeply interested in the welfare of the 
Church and the promotion of the 1 ruth. Nov. 22, 
visited Grace church, Sandusky City, preached 
twice, baptized an adult and font children, and con­
firmed eleven. This parish sQems to be putting on 
strength in an encouraging degree. Dec. 23d, visited 
St. James’, Zanesville, lectured mice, preached 
thrice, addressed the .'Sunday School, administered 
the L'lrd’s Supper on Christmas day, and confirmed 
ei.oht. Sunday, Dec. 25th and Sfitli. visited Trinity 
church, Columbus, lectured once, preached thrice, 
and confirmed sixteen. Dec. 29th, on my way 
home, preached at night in Trinity church, Newark. 
Jan. 19th, 1811, preached in St. Pauls, Alt. Vernon, 
and confirmed eight. Feb. 21st, held a confirmation 
in the Chapel of the Theological Seminary, at Gam­
bier, and confirmed eight. April 8th, visited St. 
John's, Worthington, and having in consequence o! 
disappointment as to coiveyauce, arrived too lute 
for the appointed services, winch however, were 
conducted by the Rev. Messrs. Sturges and Gasso- 
way, I could assemble only a small congregation, 
which I addressed, and then administered confirm­
ation to fie c persons. This parish, so long vacant,
is expected to he supplied by a Diocesan missionary 
soon afn*r the present Convention. April 9th, 
Good Friday, visited Grace church, Berkshire, 
preached twice, and confirmed three', the parish 
prospering. Easter Sunday was spent at St. Peter's, 
Delaware, preached three times, once by request ol 
the citizens of Delaware, in reference to the death 
of the late lamented President of the United States, 
of which we had just then been informed. Nineteen
necessarily affect, to some extent, the visitation of Seminary, and removed to Cincinnati. The Rev. ; way of the usefulness of our ministry, by the efforts 
the diocese. 1 am thankful to say that the Lord has Alarcus K. Cushman has taken charge of the new - which have been made, in some quarters of our com- 
m,.c^,i i„„« ... . . i ..................-- . . n)UnioDj lo <jefend the lamentable wanderings ofblessed me since we last met, with such uninter- parish ofZion church, Dresden and of St. Matthew’s, 
rupted and unusual health, that, besides the much Madison. 1 he Rev. Thomas J. Davis has resigned 
greater than usual amount of duty performed among St. Paul s, Akrcn, and has since been residing in 
the parishes, 1 have been enabled, besides sustaining j Alount Vernon. The Rev. John Henshaw ordained 
the professorship of ecclesiastical Polity in the Theo- • deacon at the last Convention, has been since labor- 
logical Seminary, which generally’ occupies me Mng as a missionary within tho bounds of the South- 
while at home, to lake temporary charge of two Eastern Convocation. The Rev. Sieohen G. Gas
persons were confirmed at Delawaie: the parish has 
been improving in all respects since its present min­
ister took charge. On my way from Delaware to 
my next appointment, 1 stopped at Columbus, and 
preached a Alissionary sermon, after which a collec­
tion for Alissionaey purposes was made. The con­
gregation evinced great feeling at that time in the 
separation from them of their much loved pastor,
Mr. Preston. April 13th. visited St. Paul’s, Chilli­
cothe, preached once and confirmed eight. 
parish was just then taking leave of its late
the Rev. E. W. Feet, whose absence trom this
at present, where we have been accustomed to receive ' the studies allotted to his department, and during 
his affectionate greeting, we cannot but regret. The j the subsequent 6i;mmer term, in tR»> vacancy of the 
parish is still vacant, why it should be, 1 see not. Professorship of Systematic Divinity in the Theo- 
May the Lord incline the hearts of our brethren logical Seminary. I instructed in the usual course 
here to be united in the selection and support of of the studies of that department. In addition to 
a faithful pastor, and that right early. From Chilli-• these duties, I have preached always once every 
cothe to All Saints, Portsmouth, preached three j Sunday while at home, at Gambier, and sometimes 
* i n *1.. i twice, lectured to the congregation one night of each.times, and confirmed Jive: the religious interests of1 
this parish, the comfort and usefulness of its excel­
lent rector, and the honor of religion therein, sadly 
jeopardized by political differences among its mem­
bers—differences which have no more right in such 
a place than had the tables of the money changers in 
the temple, which the Savior overturned: “TuAe 
these things hence. 1 Such things have no place in 
the household of faith; they are of the earth, earthy. 
Christians should know nothing among one another 
but “Jesus Christ and him crucified.” “The Lord 
is in his holy temple-, let all the earth keep silence 
before him. ’ April 18th. 19th and 20th were given 
to the churches in Cincinnati:
charge of St. James’, Piqua, after along and faithful 
ministry in that parish. The Rev. William T. 
Halsey has resigned the charge of St. Paul’s, Mount 
V ernon. The Rev. Albert Uelfenstein has become 
a missionary of the Diocesan committee in St. 
Alary’s, Alercer county. The Rev. Thomas Herrell 
has taken letters dismissory to the diocese ol Ten­
nessee. The Rev. Hugh Kelley’ has become a rnis- 
week, held a meeting, composed of students and ! sionary within the bounds of the North-Western 
officers of the institulion, at my study once a week, Convocation,, and resident at Elyria. The Rev. 
for prayer and familiar religious instruction, and ' Orran Aliller has resigned Christ church, Franklin, 
sustained a monthly meeting, of a more general ! and taken charge of the new parish of St. James’, 
character, for prayer, with special reference to the j Wooster. The Rev. Joseph Aluenscher has resigned 
promotion of the gospel in the world. Had I been '• the Professorship of Biblical Literature in the Theo- 
told at the beginning of (be venr, that so much would | logical Seminary, and become rector of St. Puff's, 
have come upon me, I should have been alarmed. ! Alount Vernon. The Rev. James J. Okiil ordained 
By working when 1 have been accustomed to rest, i deacon at the last Convention, has since been labor- 
arid visiting when bad roads and heat of weather ! mg as minister of Trinity church, Troy. Rev. Ed- 
have hitherto caused me to lie hv, 1 have been en- 1 ward W. I’eet has resigned the charge of St. Paul’s,
on Sunday, 18th, 
preached in the morning at St. Paul’s, and confirmed 
twelve, addressed in the afternoon a meeting in 
reference to Domestic Missions in Christ church, cal­
led by the South-Western Convocation then meet­
ing in C incinnati;—at night preached in the same 
church; theday following met t lie congregation ofSt. ! 
Paul s for morning prayer, and in company with other 
clergy, addressed them; at night preached at Christ 
church, and confirmedfifteen: next night, preached 
at St. Paul’s; the night following, preached to a 
congregation assembled in a Presbyterian church, 
which had been rented for the use of certain Episco­
palians, who were beginning the formation ol’a new 
parish in that part of the city. The enterprise, in 
connection with the ministry of the Rev. Dr. Colton, 
has since been highly encouraging. April 22, visited 
St. Matthews, Hamilton, and preached twice; the 
parish encumbered with debt for the building of the 
church. April 25, spent Sunday at Trinity church, 
Troy; preached twice and confirmed six: this 
parish has been strengthened during the last year 
under the ministry of the Rev. Mr. Okiil. April 
28th, visited St. James, Piqua, then in charge of the 
faithful, diligent laborer, who for many years had 
been its unwearied pastor, the Rev. Air. Guin; 
he is now absent from the diocese, though not dis­
connected from it. Preached in Piqua only once, 
being too unwell to do more, and confirmed eleven. 
May 2d, Sunday, visited Christ church, Dayton, 
preached twice, and confirmed three. Next day 
preached twice in the parish of All Souls, Spring- 
field, and confirmed eight. , The prospects of the 
church in Sprinfield have assumed a more propitious 
aspect, and seem to promise that the patience and 
diligence of Mr. Presbury, will not be in vain.
On the day set apart for fasting and prayer with 
reference to the national affliction from God, in the 
death of our late excellent, and revered Chief Magis­
trate; I preached and endeavored to improve the 
event, in the morning at Gambier, and in the after­
noon at Mount Vernon.
June 6th, visited St. Paul’s Utica, and preached 
twice. June 20th, St. Matthews, Perry, preached 
twice, confirmed three, and administered the Lord’s 
Supper. June 25th, preached a funeral sermon in 
Mount Vernon. July 16th, visited St. Andrew’s, 
Elyria, for the purpose of consecrating a new 
church; met there the North-Western Convocation, 
consecrated the church, held four services, preached 
twice, and confirmed This small, butgrowing
and interesting congregation, have made a consider­
able effort in the erection of a very neat, appropriate, 
anil well finished church, sufficiently large for 
present need, and I believe without, danger of incum 
brance for debt. It is at present supplied by a mis­
sionary, supported by the Convocation, but the 
means of which for that purpose are derived chiefly 
from that parish.
From Elyria I went to St. James’, Painesville, 
and passed Sunday, July 18th, preached twice, ad­
ministered the. Lord’s Supper, confirmed Tire, and 
catechised the children. The next day visited St. 
Michael’s. Unionville, consecrated the church, 
preached, and confirmed one person. This parish is 
at present under the charge of the Rev. John Hill, 
rector of the church in Ashtabula. July 20th, 
visited St Peter's. Aslabuln. held two sprviooe, 
preached once, and confirmed Jfoe. Next day, St. 
Matthew's, Plymouth, where I had in the Service 
there that of morning prayer and a sermcn: this 
parish has a new church nearly completed, but, is 
without pastoral.care. Thence! visited St. Peter's, 
Rome, where I preached, and administered the 
Lord's Supper; the new church in that parish is 
not sufficiently completed to be ready for consecra­
tion, no pastoral care over the parish. From thence 
visited Christ church, Windsor: I had been previ­
ously so disheartened by the complicated dissensions 
of a personal, parish and neighborhood kind prevail 
irig in that, parish that I had much doubled whether 
I would visit if. again until the waters of’strife were 
calmed. But 1 went this time. The Ilev. Mr. 
Townsend read the service and preached. I met 
the vestry for the purpose of ascertaining whether 
the state of things had improved since my former 
visit. Finding that there had been no material im­
provement, I was obliged to content myself with 
reproving, exhorting and entreating: ano so came 
away, after having said that 1 much questioned 
whether I would ever visit the parish again, until 
these disgracetul quarrels should be healed. The 
parish>s without a minister, while our excellent and 
veteran brother, the Rev. Mr. Bryan lives therein, 
and every Sunday, out of a sense of duty to his 
Master, preaches in the parish, and though in very 
straightened circumstances, receives nothing. From 
thence 1 travelled south, and stopped at Warren, 
where I preached in the Presbyterian church. There 
is some encouragement there for an Episcopal min­
ister. An itinerant preacher is greatly needed in 
that part of the diocese, for many sn all parishes, 
some of which have churches built, all of which may 
be greatly grown and strengthened, but no two ef 
which can support a minister.
My next visit was to St. Stephen’s, Canfield, and 
St. James’, Boardman, two churches of the same 
parish, spent Sunday, July 25th, in those churches, 
preaching once in each, and confirming three in that 
of Canfield. Under the very acceptable services of 
the Rev. Mr. Eaton, the state of this congregation is 
improved.
From Canfield I set, out for Gambier, to be pres­
ent at the Commencement of Kenyon College. It 
becomes me, in thankfulness for God’s preserving 
care, to record another of the many instances in 
which I have been saved from great injury, through 
the Lord’s merciful providence. Suffice it to say, 
that a gentleman was Conveying me to New Lisbon; 
while watering fhe horse the animal broke from his 
hold, having taken fright; seeing no prospect of 
escape if 1 remained in, i leaped from the open 
buggy while if was at full speed, and fell upon my 
side and shoulder on the hard ground; at first 1 was 
sensible of scarcely any injury, but ever since, my 
ri<ri t shoulder has remained much crippled, and is 
still nearly incapable of use. The carriage was 
broken to pieces and turned upside down in a few 
seconds after I left it. Thus the Lord is gracious.
On my way from New Lisbon to Gambier, I 
stopped at Wooster, where a parish has been organ­
ized since the last Convention, with encouraging 
prospects, and laid the corner-stone of a church. 
On Hie Sunday following I admitted to the order of 
deacons, in the Chapel of the Theological Seminary 
at Gambier, Mr. Richard S. Killen, a graduate of 
Kenyon College, and since a student of the Theo­
logical Seminary;- the candidate was presented by 
the Rev. Mr. Wing. On Sunday, July 15th, 1 
visited Trinity church, Newark, and preached twice: 
owing partly to the lamented ill health of the min­
ister of that parish, there were no candidates for 
confirmation. Sunday, July 29th, 1 visited the new 
parish of Zion church, Dresden, organized since the 
last Convention, and bidding fair to be one of those 
which sustain the ministry in them. I preached 
twice in the Alethodisl thurcli, con firmed five, and 
administered the Lord’s Supper. The day follow­
ing, visited St. Matthew’s, Aladison township, on 
the other side of the Muskingum; met the people in 
the Presbyterian church, and preached.
This terminates "the account of rny visitation since 
the last Convention. In comparing the number of 
places vtsited, I find it much greater than that of 
the previous year, and of several other years. Prob- 
ably, were 1 to examine, I should find that more 
visitation duty has been done during the last year, 
than in an any year since I came to the diocese. I 
mention this,'because it was feared by myself and 
others, that, the unusual amount of duty which tem­
porarily devolved on me at Gambier, in connection 
with the Theological Seminaay and College, would
abled to get on with great pleasure to myself, from 
the nature of the duties, and 1 may hope, useful­
ness to others. 1 am thankful for unaccustomed 
bodily health after all.
The whole number of confirmations this year, is 
305,. being 110 greater than the number reported last 
year.
’1 he number of ordinations since the last, report is 
wren (the names have been given above;) three to 
Priest’s ciders, and four to Deacons.
Three new churches ha»e been consecrated; viz: 
St. Luke’s, Columbia, St. Andrew’s, Elyria, and 
St. Michael’s, Unionville.
The candidates tor orders, in the diocese nt pres­
ent, ure only eight. At rny last report they vvi-i, 
fourteen. Ordination has taken away four of those, 
death another, viz: Mr Herman Ross, who died at 
Gambier, of pulmonary disease last winter; three 
have withdrawn their names, having given up the 
idea of entering the ministry; another look a letter 
dismissing to Virginia, and has since been ordained 
in that diocese. To fill lip these losses, only three 
candidates have been added to the list during the 
year, so that we have now only eight, viz: Charles 
E. Dougles, who is pursuing classical and scientific 
studies, with distinction in the University of Cam­
bridge, England; Robert S. Elder, Joseph Large, 
Henry L. Richards, Albert T. McMurphy, Levi L. 
Holden, William Fagg, and Samuel L. Johnson; all 
of these but Dougles arid McMurphy are connected 
with the Theological Seminary of the diocese.
Brethren, it is a serious question, why it is that 
we have not more candidates for the labors and sac­
rifices of the ministry, from the parishes oi tins 
diocese. Have any gone from Ohio, and become 
candidates elsewhere ? We know of but one in­
stance of this, and in that, the motive was to get 
ordained sooner thanil was willing to ordain. Are 
the attractions of the ministry for any but those who 
have a strong desire to endure hardness for Christ’s 
sake, becoming so diminished among us; or is there 
so little of that efficacy of the word, which not only 
converts sinners to the gospel, but causes them when 
converted, to desire no better portion than to be 
permitted to preach the gospel wherever the Lord 
may appoint, is this efficacy of the word so feeble 
in our parishes as to account for the small number of 
aspirants for the glorious work of a preacher of the 
gospel? Something is greatly wanting, when so 
few are ready to stand forth, trusting conscientiously, 
that they are inwardly moved by the Holy Ghost, 
to take on them tins office and ministration. At 
least., we are loudly called upon to pray earnestly 
the Lord of the harvest., that he would send forth 
laborers into his harvest. While the number of 
candidates for orders in all our AVestern dioceses 
shall continue so sifiall as it has ever been, it will not 
lesson our obligation to provide for their education of 
tiie ministry by the faithful support of our Theo­
logical Seminary; but it must, teach us to estimate 
its prosperity rather by efficient instruction and 
evangelical doctrine and spirit, than by the compara 
live number of its students. This leads me to speak 
of the slate of our diocesan institutions at Gambier, 
which I am able to do with the greatest satisfaction.
The new organization, provided for by the 
changes in the constitution of the Theological Semi­
nary, which were completed during tl c year 1839— 
<10, went into effect at the beginning off the last win­
ter term. It was not, however, until more than one 
halt of the year had elapsed, that the College could 
feel any distinct benefit from the new system, on 
account of the necessary de’ay in the arrival of 
President Douglass, who commenced ins duties in 
Aprii last. Since then, I can truly say, and none 
can know the present state of the College, and its 
Preparatory Departments, without concurring with 
me, that great life and vigor have been infused into 
all its government and instruction. The greatest 
degree of zeal and earnestness animate the officers, 
entire harmony prevails in their counsels: the in­
struction of the classes is eminently successful; the 
spirit of the students is that of cheerful conformity 
to law, zealous prosecution of study arid unusual 
satisfaction with the efforts made for their improve­
ment, united with a very kindly personal relation to 
their instructors. The College building is now under­
going a thorough internal repair, by which its aspect 
in reference to comfortable accommodation will be 
entirely changed, and the indwelling of the students 
will be placed on a very desirable footing. The 
same may be said with emphasis, ofthe Junior Pre­
paratory School, Milnor Hall, under the great efforts 
and untiring zeal of the Principals; that department 
has been wholly renovated, or rather, "has been 
brought into a condition ofattractiveriess to parents, 
in regard to the education of their children, which 
it never had befortv' It is eminently a home for the 
pupils. The place of parents to the boys is supplied 
in a delightful degree by the kind assiduity of the 
teachers and their families; every thing that kind­
ness and wisdom can suggest to make them happy, 
in connection with their studies, is done, so that I 
never felt with regard to the College and its 
branches, so confident as I do now of their having 
the broad basis of a permanent prosperity and ex­
tensive usefulness. Certain 1 am that the present 
stale of things needs only to be known, to draw 
very great attention to Kenyon College as a place of 
education. Of the Theological Seininary, as yon 
will have the customary annual report, I need not 
here very particulary speak. The beautiful edifice 
for it.s students, Bexley Ilall, is now jnstabout to be 
roofed. The faculty has been incomplete during the 
last year, in consequence ofthe Milnor Professor of 
Divinity, the Trustees not having received the nomi­
nation, till recently of a successor, by the reverend 
gentleman with whom, by the terms ofthe endow­
ment, the right of nomination is vested. It. is hoped 
that the vacancy will soon he well supplied. The 
incompleteness of the Faculty however, has not 
caused any break in the usual course of study, which 
by means already mentioned, has been regularly 
sustained. I am more and more convinced of the 
importance and necessity of educating our Western 
clergy in the West., and consequently of the most 
vigorous and united support of our own institutions 
of education, in preference to any other, and there­
fore must take occasion here, to put it. as a matter of 
thought, whether the clergy and laity of the diocese 
arc as much interested as might be expected of them 
in the support and furtherance of the same ? Those 
institutions must ever lean in a great degree, as is 
fit and right, upon the zealous co-operation ot the 
whole diocese. One thing the diocese may be as­
sured of, that on the part of the faculties to which 
those institutions are immediately committed, no 
pains or efforts will be spared to make them worthy 
of all reliance and patrohnge.
I am haopy to say, that the amount of care accru­
ing to myself, from the diocesan institutions of edu­
cation, has been materially diminished by the late 
changes of organization. Further arrangements are 
in progress, by which I hopeto‘be freed yet more 
from such cares as hitherto have arisen from the 
landed estate connected with the Theological Semi
While upon institutions of education, I fake the 
opportunity to say, that the Institute for Female 
Education at Granville is very well reported of by 
some of our clergy, who have recently attended upon 
its examination, and from all I can learn of its cha­
racter and efficiency, 1 am persuaded it well deserves 
the cordial patronage of the diocese.
Under the bead of clerical removals, I have to men­
tion the following: The Rev. Wrn. W. Arnett lias 
resigned the rectorship of St. Philip’s church, Circle­
ville, and taken a letter dismissing to the diocese of 
Pennsylvania. The Rev. Anson Clarke has resigned 
the charge of St. Paul’s, Norwalk, and succeeded 
Air. Arnett in St. Philip’s, Circleville. The Rev. 
Chauncey Colton, I). D., has resigned the Profes­
sorship of Pastoral Divinity, &c. in the Theological
Chillicothe. The Rev. Willard Presbury has been 
received by letters dismissory from the diocese of 
Indiana, and become missionary under the Dom. & 
For. Miss. Soc. at Springfield and Yellow Springs. 
The Rev. William Preston lus resigned the charge 
of Trinity church. Columbus, and taken letters dis­
missory to the diocese of Pennsylvania: and the 
Rpv. Charles Fox received by letters dismissory 
from the diocese of Michigan has succeeded to his 
place. The Rev. William Sparrow, D. D., has re- 
the Milnor Professorship in tiie Theological Semi­
nary, and taken letters dismissory to the diocese of 
V j g.uia. The Rev. Charles C. Townsend has 
laken an itinerant mission under the Diocesan Com­
mittee, within the hounds of the North-Eastern 
Convocation. The Rev. John Ufford has resigned 
the charge of St. PauFs, Alaumee City, and become 
minister of Trinity church, Newark. The Rev. 
Abraham Wheeler has become missionary of the 
Diocesan Committee, at St. James’, Springfield, 
Jefferson county.
The Rev. Joseph Alayo, a clergyman ordained in 
England, and resident in this diocese, having fulfilled 
all the canonical conditions required of clergymen 
ordained by foreign bishops, and desirous of settling 
in this church, and having been elected to the pas­
toral charge of Christ church, Liverpool, has come 
into full standing as a clergyman ofthe diocese, and 
entitled to a seat in the Convention.
1 have received notification from theBishopoft.be 
Diocese of Tennessee, that the Rev. Albert A. Mul­
ler, late rector of Trinity church, Clarkesville, Ten­
nessee, having been tried and convicted, has been 
degraded from the ministry.
In regard to the support ofthe Episcopate, which 
T much regret to say, has not yet ceased to be a sub­
ject for the consideration of this body, I refer the 
Convention for information, to ihe report of the 
Treasurer of the Diocese, at the same time taking 
opportunity to express my thanks to that officer for 
his faithful and diligent attention to the duties of a 
place, which in the present situation of the fiscal 
affairs, involves no little care and trouble, especially 
in its connection with the support ol the Episcopate.
1 hope the Convention may tong be favored with the 
services of that gentleman. It will be remembered 
that at the last Convention, I proposed lo resign all 
claim to one-fourth part ofthe salary ofthe Episco­
pate, provided the remainder should be paid by the 
time of this Convention. Such has not been the ease 
but still I have not the least disposition to claim the 
part thus contingently resigned: The Convention 
will please to consider that it is hereby, uncondition­
ally surrendered. And inasmuch as the circum­
stances which induced the proposal, last year, are 
still in existence, I request the Convention that in 
making provision for the support of the Episcopate 
for the ensuing year, they will consider the fourth- 
part of the legal salary as again, for the coming year, 
unconditionally resigned.
The system of Convocations adopted at the last 
Convention, for the promotion of the missionary 
work generally in the diocese, and for the special 
object of making collections of funds for Missionary 
and Education purposes, may be, considered as hav­
ing worked pretty well in the main. The failures 
have been either in a want of zealous attempt to set 
tho plan on foot, or it rnieconception of its piecise 
provisions. And inasmuch as no tittle trouble has 
arisen to the Missionary and Education Committee 
ofthe Diocese, for want of attention on the part of 
some of the Convocations to the provisions of the 
resolutions under which they were constituted, it is 
necessary here to call the attention of the clergy par­
ticularly, lo certain points contained in those resolu­
tions. It is there provided, that, “The funds col­
lected by each Convocation shall be transmitted to 
the treasurer of the General Committee, and shall 
be appropriated, if desired, with reference to the 
wants ofthe district from v Inch they come.” Thus 
it is manifest that so far as pecuniary matters are 
concerned, the office of the'Convocation is simply 
that of collection. Its main object is that ofa collect­
ing agent. All monies collected by this agent are di­
rected to be transmitted to the Treasurer of the 
Diocesan Committee, in which alone is there vested 
any authority to appropriate. And the Convention 
could riot have given any authority to the Convo­
cations, to make the least disposition of funds col­
lected for Alissionary or Education purposes without 
contradicting the express provisions of the canon 
under which the Education and Missionary Com­
mittee is annually elected. To tiial Committee, the 
bishop being President ex officio, is entrusted by 
canon, the whole power of appointing misoionaries, 
and disbursing funds for missionary purposes. But 
instead of this essential piovision having been kept 
in view by the Convocations, some of them have 
made collections and disbursements, nut only with­
out transmitting the money collected to tiie Trea­
surer of the Diocesan Committee, but without iu- 
bnning that officer or the committee that such col­
lections were made.
Without going in»to particulars, it must be mani­
fest that if tiie Convocations proceed In this way, 
they must virtually nullify the rightful office of the 
Diocesan Committee, and make it impossible for the 
bishop ofthe diocese to exercise that control over 
the missions within its bounds, which belongs of 
right to bis office, and which the Convention has so 
prominently recognized as to have made him ex of­
ficio President ofthe Missionary Committee, and to 
have made it unlawful for any one to be appointed a 
missionary without his nomination. So great has 
been the confusion introduced by the couise of some 
ofthe Convocations, that the Diocesan Committee 
have had great difficulty in making out a correct 
report ofthe monies collected and disbursed for mis­
sions during the year. Hereafter it will he necessary 
not only that, all collections be immediately reported, 
but actually transmitted to the Treasurer of the Dio­
cesan Committee. There is no other way of escaping 
confusion.
I think it would be well to strikeout that pro­
vision ofthe resolution concerning Convocations, 
which makes it necessary for the Bishop to appoint 
the time and place of the annual meeting of each 
Convention. I see no necessity for such a provi­
sion. It makes much trouble, and seems to answer 
no important end. How far the clergy have complied 
with the third resolution as to the giving of two 
Sundays each year, by each clergyman, to mission­
ary work, I cannot say. I see no way by which 
labor of that kind can be profitably given, except by 
the selecting of one or two points by each convoca­
tion, where there are vacant parishes, or where 
there is a good prospect of building up the church, 
and by concentrating upon them the two Sundays 
of all the clergy ofthe convocation.
If the plan adopted at the last Convention be onlj’ 
faithfully worked: if ministers will make conscience 
ofa regular and punctual attendance at the meetings 
of the convocations; if they will attend them with a 
view to cherish in their own hearts the spirit of their 
ministry, by prayer and affectionate conference one 
with another, endeavoring to make their meetings 
truly serious and doctrinal conferences of brethren 
assembled in God s name and for God’s glory; if, 
while together, they will faithfully preach the gos­
pel, and endeavor to bring professing Christians to 
a right sense of their obligation to use the means 
which God lias given them to promote this gospel, 
then whatever may be the funds obtained, much 
good must be received and done. Such meetings 
must be blessings; but lo make them such requires 
not only the presence of the Spirit of God, but the 
single eye and devout earnestness and every member, 
to exclude all worldly and vain trifling away of pre­
cious time, and to give himself wholly to the one 
thing for which the meeting is appointed.
1 much lament to say that our Church has suffered 
great dishonor, in the sight of a large part of the 
Christian people of these United Slates, and that 
many and great obstacles have been thrown in the
what is probobly called Oxford Divinity, as being 
not inconsistent with the doctrines of our standards, 
and by othsrs to extol and propagate them, as not 
only eminently in the spirit of our institutions, but 
the glorious revival, in a degenerate eye, of all that 
is primitive and apostolic. We cannot wonder, 
however we may be sorry,that those around us whose 
prejudices against our peculiarities are already suffi­
ciently strong, should find occasion, in such zealous 
patronage of what they clearly see to be nothing 
else than a partially developed Romanism, to accuse 
our Church of tendencies which we well know to be 
utterly opposed by her every testimony, and the ex­
istence of which, in her institutions, would be her 
deep disgtace. Nothing can be more directlv in op­
position lo all that is characteristic ol the false doc­
trines to which we refer, than the doctrinal stan­
dards of our church; and yet nothing is more natu­
ral than that, when men around us see those doc­
trines so kind|y treated, and their chief abettors so 
zealously defended, and their writings so earnestly 
praised and circulated among us, they should at 
once take up impressions concerning the scriptural 
character of our Church, which neither the silent 
testimony of articles unseen, nor the respected pro­
test of our faithful ministry, can eradicate. Proba­
bly the reputation of our Chuich has suffered 
more, and the way of our ministry has been mote 
hedged up by prejudices and aversions against our 
peculiarities, in consequence of what has been writ­
ten and done by individual Episcopalians in the 
United States, in favor of Oxford Divinity, during 
the last three years, than will be credited by those 
whose occupations do not lead them into various 
parts of the land, and into acquaintance with va­
rious denominations of Christians. One of the most 
mortifying evidences of the impression producer), is 
in the confidence expressed by Roman Catholic cler­
gy, that our Church is fast turning to the embrace of 
a mother whose tortures, 1 trust, like our martyred 
forefathers, we would glory in preferring to her fa­
vor. 1 have not the least idea that Romanists are 
not entirely sincere in this belief. Some suy there 
is nothing they so much fear as the writings of the 
Oxford divines. Strange, then, to reenmmend their 
most vaunted publications to the reading of their 
people. In company with others, I received the let­
ter of Bishop Kenrick, styled Bishop of Creth. and 
Coadjutor lo the Roman Catholic Bishop of Phila­
delphia, calling on the Bishops of our Church to be» 
come reconciled to that of Rome. 1 must confess 
that I did not regard that letter as did some. It did 
indeed fill me with indignation, that such a proposi­
tion should have been so made and urged, but my in­
dignation was not so much at the letter writer as the 
writings in support of the Oxford errors which insti 
gated it. 1 was deeply mortified that such a produc­
tion should have appeared, because 1 did verily be 
lieve that the state of things among us hdd invited 
it. Not that the author could have supposed that 
any of our Bishops would, in any degree, for a sin­
gle moment, so much as think respectfully of his ap 
peal; but thut the scarcely veiled Romanism of the 
Oxford writings had been so kindly treated, and its 
condemnation so indignantly repelled by Protestant 
Epiacopalians, that such a pamphlet, from such a 
source, was a natural and warrantable consoquence 
Instead of reflecting upon the writer, I am much 
more disposed to wish there had not been given him 
so much cause. Certain I am that if among any 
non-episcopal denomination of Christians, we had 
seen as many evidences ot favor towards the pecu 
liarities of our Church, as Romanists have seen 
of tendencies to their system in those who have 
sent forth or patronized the Oxford publications 
many a person among us would have spoken confi 
dently of the prospect of that denomination becom 
ing ultimately episcopal, and it would not have been 
at all surprising if some pen ofa ready writer had is 
sued an earnest appeal to their ministry by way of 
helping the reformation.
But it is comforting to know that while the Oxford 
heresy is becoming more and more developed and 
bold, the protest ofthe Church in England, and this 
country, is more and mure awake and decided 
Some of the late exhibitions of what has before been 
held in reserve, are so hold, and evince such an en 
tire alienation of heart from, and even aversion to 
the doctrines of our Protestant Chuich, and such 
manifest longing after what she lias most indignant 
ly rejected, ns being ofthe very soul of Popery, that 
it seems hardly possible for the blindest eye not to 
see whence il cometh and whither it goeth. I have 
never believed that any thing less would be the re 
suit; hut I confess the bud has opened much faster 
than I expected. What the authors and masters of 
the school are already doing, I had supposed would 
come quickly, if reserved for the rising generation of 
less responsible disciples.
Brethren; there is much to be learned of the hu 
man heart, of the depths of Satan, of the relative 
value of different parts In the great system of divine 
truth, as committed to ihe Church for the enlighten 
ing ofthe world, and ofthe vital importance of hold 
ing fast and securing the firmest anchorage in the 
minds of our people, tor those great central doc 
trines of justification and faith which the standards 
of our Church so prominently and plainly teacl 
and the corruption of which is the very soul of tli 
heresies I have been speaking of, as it has alway 
been of every great departure from plain gospel 
truth. Whatever evil and dishonor may come to 
ns from the degree to which these errors may have 
spread, or are yet to spread, either by positive ac­
ceptance,’ or, what is more common, by partial and 
unobserved influence. 1 have no doubt that, under 
Ihe blessed control and government of the divine 
Head of the Church, all this will turn out to the 
furtherance of ihe gospel. Christ will be more 
plainly, fully, faithfully preached by many, because 
the great doctrines which centre in his death and in­
tercession, will he more carefully studied, more dis­
tinctly held, and more correcliy estimated. Let us 
see to it, that on our part, such shall be the fruit of 
a dispensation which, in some of its aspects, is so 
much to he lamented.
I conclude an address already too much extended, 
by expressing the earnest wish that we may all de­
rive much spiritual pleasure and edification from our 
present meeting. Let us seriously remember in 
whose presence, for whose cause, we have assem­
bled; and may all our doings, being ordered by his 
governance, be righteous in llis sight, through 
Jesus Christ, , C. P. M.
come; and as we read of the strange and won­
drous achievments of Jesuitism in Europe, after 
the Lutheran Reformation; how in Italy itself, 
but especially in Germany, France, and Poland 
whole cities, districts and churches, left the true 
faith for the false one, in a doctrinal and relL 
gious condition far superior to what we can at 
present boast of among ourselves; we cannot but 
fear that the day is not far off when the same la­
mentable scenes may take place in Protestant 
America. AVe have long thought that we do 
not, as a body, sufficiently consider the subject: 
or, in our preaclting, sufficiently guard our people, 
grounding them and building them up against 
the day when such errors may come. “If thoa 
put the brethren in remembrance of these things , 
(says St. Paul to Timothy,) thou shall be a good 
minister of Jesus Christ; nourished up in the 
words of faith, and of good doctrine, wbereunto 
thou hast attained.” Chiefly with this vietr, 
then, and partly to show what we, with all tU 
power of truth, might do for Jesus, had we but 
more missionary zeal, we copy the following ac­
count of foreign Popish missions from that ex­
cellent and learned work—“Professor Rauke’s 
Ecclesiastical and Political History of the Popes 
of Rome, during the 16th and 17th centuries”*— 
book which we would earnestly recommend to
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It is said that Romanism is rapidly spreading 
in the United States, especially in the Mississippi 
Valley. Whether, when compared with Protes­
tant denominations, this is the case or not, and 
whether the increase is not chiefly to be attribu­
ted to the annual influx of foreigners of that 
communion, we have no means of deciding; 
though we are inclined to think that at this mo­
ment few Americans are proselyted. If the es­
sence of Romanism consists in justification by 
works, instead of by faith, as the Council of 
Trent declares it to do, then we have no doubt 
that the spirit of Popery is fearfully rife through­
out our land, even among those calling them­
selves Protestant; and we believe that a vast 
body are prepared or preparing for the reception 
of other Popish errors, should the day come when 
a masterspirit should arise among them, and one 
of those sudden revolutions of opinion which is 
ever and again occurring in history, should take 
place. But as to the increase of those who give 
in their adherence to the obedience of the Pope 
of Rome, and bow down to images, and call 
themselves “Catholics,” we doubt it. At 
present the Papists claim in the United States 
800,000 members;’but only about 500 priests, 
employed in all ways, in preaching and teaching. 
There is, however, a vitality, an energy, a rapidi­
ty, connected with great wealth, high education, 
and perfect union in Popery, or, more properly 
speaking, in Jesuitism, which should always 
cause us to fear it. History of that which is past 
is but too often the history of that which is to
all who w ish to become acquainted with the real 
spirit and principles of Romanism:
“In the beginning of the 17th century we find 
the proud edifice of the Catholic Church com­
pletely reared in South America. There were 
live archbishopricks, twenty-seven bishopricks, 
four hundred monasteries, and innumerable par­
ish churches, and doctrinas. Magnificent cathe­
drals had sprung up. The Jesuits taught gram­
mar and the liberal arts: a theological seminary 
was united to their college of San Ildefonso, in 
Mexico. A complete system of theological dis­
cipline was taught in the universities of Mexico 
and Lima. It appears that the Americans of 
European extraction were distinguished for their 
remarkable acuteness. Meanwhile the mendi­
cant orders, more particularly began to diffuse 
Christianity writh regular progvess over the South 
American continent. Conquests gave place to 
missions; and missions gave birth to civilization. 
The monks who taught the natives to read and 
to sing, taught them also how to sow and to 
reap, to plant trees and to build houses; and of 
course inspired the profoundest veneration and 
attachment. When ihe priest visited his par­
ish, he was received with ringing of bells and 
with music; flowers were strewn in his way, 
and the women held out their children to him to 
bless. The Indians manifested singular pleasure 
in the externals of devotion. They were never 
weary of attending mass, of singing vespers, and 
of waiting in the choir for the performance of the. 
service. They had a talent for music, and tcok 
an innocent delight in decorating churches—an 
employment which accorded well with the tem­
per of their minds, extremely susceptible to sim­
ple and fanciful impressions. In their dreams 
they beheld the joys of Paradise. The queen of 
heaven appeared to the sick in all her glory and 
majesty, surrounded by ybutliful attendants, who 
brought refreshment to the fevered and fainting 
sufferer; or she appeared alone, and taught her 
worshippers a song of the crucified Son, “whose 
head is bowed down, even as the yellow ears of 
corn.” Such arc the characteristics of Catholi­
cism which produced so mighty an effect in 
those countries. The monks only complain that 
the bad example and the cruelty of the Spaniards’ 
corrupted the natives, and obstructed the work 
of conversion.
In the East Indies, as far as the Portuguese 
dominion extended, ihe progress of conversion 
was very similar. God became the grand focus 
of Catholicism; thousands were converted yearly; 
and no later than 1665 it was calculated that 
there were 300.000 Christians in that city and its 
neighborhood, in the mountains of Cochin, and 
at Cape Comorin. But the general relations of 
Catholicism to the east, were totally different 
from those it bore to the west. In the former, 
a vast, singular, unconquered world opposed its 
impenetrable mass to their doctrine as well as to 
their arms; primeval religions, whose rites en­
chained the senses and the spirit, were ultimate­
ly blended with the manners and the opinions of 
the inhabitants.
“Catholicism was eminently calculated to van­
quish even such a world as this. That it was so, 
is the fundamental idea which lies at the root of 
all the efforts and proceedings of Francisco 
Xavier, who arrived In India in the year 1522, 
He traversed the country iff every direction; 
prayed at the tomb of the apostle Thomas, at 
Meliapur; preached to the people of Travancore 
from a tree; in the Moluccas taught spiritual 
songs, which were repeated by the boys in the 
market place, and by the fishermen in the sea. 
Yet he was not destined to complete the work; 
his favorite expression was, “amplins! amplius!!” 
his zeal for converting was mingled with a sort of 
passion for travelling; he got as far as Japan, 
and had formed the design to explore China, the 
focus and birth place of the opinions which then 
encountered him, when he died. It is human 
nature that his example, and even the very diffi­
culties of his undertaking, rather allured to imi­
tation than deterred. The early part of the 17th 
century exhibits varied and incessant activity in 
the east.
“In 1606 we find Father Nobili in Madaura. 
He expresses his astonishment at the small pro­
gress Christianity had made in so long a lime- 
and thinks this can only be explained by the fact 
that the Portuguese had addressed themselves to 
the I’arias, in consequence of which Christ was 
regarded as the especial God of that degraded 
race. He therefore took a totally different 
course, and, as he was persuaded that an effec­
tual conversion must begin with the higher 
classes, he declared that he was of the first order 
of the nobility, (of which he had brought the 
proofs,) attached himself to fhe Brahmins, adopt­
ed their dress and modes of living, submitted to 
their penances, learned Sanscrit, and entered into 
their ideas. They had a tradition, that in former 
times there had been four roads to Truth in India 
but that one had been lost. He affirmed that he 
had come to show them this last but straitesst way 
to immortality. As early as the year 1609, he 
had converted 70 Brahmins. He was cautions 
not to wound their prejudices, not only- tolerat­
ing their distinction of castes, (giving them an­
other signification.) but separating the erstes in 
the churches. He changed the exp ressions in. 
which former missionaries had taug’.it the doc­
trines of Christianity, for more eleg-ant and clas­
sical language. His whole conduc t veas so ad­
mirably adapted to its end, that he, w; soon sur-
8vo.
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sessments for the smaller current expenses 
have all been met with exemplary prompt­
ness in most cases. The measures taken for 
the endowment of a permanent Episcopal 
fund, are exceedingly hopeful, and we trust 
will be carried forward wtth efficiency and 
complete success. The Report touching the 
state of our Diocesan institutions, was highly 
satisfactory; and the measures adopted by the 
Board of Trustees for relieving it from debt, 
and placing it on a footing of greater efficien­
cy and of enlarged usefulness in all its branch­
es, appear to us to have been dictated by 
sound wisdom. The time is near, when the 
great educational trusts confided to the Church 
, in the Diocese of Ohio, will be duly appre-
, ciated, and the measures necessarv to dis-
Asa religious Convention-and such, in charge them> efficienUy and earnesdy SUs- 
„s essential nature, is every assembly of the laineJ; an(| when lhe annual Report of our 
Church the late Contention of the Diocese jjocesan institution will be heard in convoca- 
ofOhio was, to our mind, unusually interest- tjon wRh the profoundest interest, as em- 
ing and edifying, be rejoice to see this bracing matter second in importance only to 
coming up of the clergy and laity of the that of the Annual Address of the Bishop.
rounded by crowds of converts; and although his 
method of instruction at first gave great offence 
and scandal at home, it seemed to be the only 
one fitted to advance the cause. In the year 
1681, Gregory XV. expressed his approbation 
of it.
[To be continued.]
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OUR OWN IMPRESSIONS OF CONVENTION.
Church, year by year, as “unto the feast.” 
Were this idea still more strongly impressed 
upon the minds of all our people, and upon the 
parochial ministry, the few weeks preceding 
the annual Convention would be, in spirit, ob­
served as a season of “preparation,” and at our 
comingtogether we should all possess more of 
that wisdom which coineth from above, and 
which is so profitable to direct, not merely dur­
ing the deliberative proceedings, but in all the 
seasons of spiritual fellowship and worship 
which we enjoy together. With individuals, 
we doubt not such “preparation” was ob­
served and enjoyed; others, overlooking the 
necessity of such preparation, may have come 
from their farms, and their merchandize, and 
from the earnest heat and collision of profes­
sional life, with somewhat of the extempora­
neous worldly spirit which ministers to the 
every day exigencies of such pursuits. Still 
the whole season of our Convention was one 
of singular harmony, and, as we have said, of 
unusually sweet and refreshing religious tone. 
We cannot doubt that the opportunities of 
worship enjoyed daily, the prayers offered, 
and the word preached, will be followed with 
rich spiritual blessings to all who participated 
in the services—and especially to the congre­
gation of the Church in which we were as­
sembled.
It is truly grateful to observe the unanimity 
of the clergy and laity—the energy with 
which every important measure of the Church 
in Ohio is now met and sustained. That our 
Conventions have sometimes been marred by 
a spirit of antagonism, giving semblance to 
something very nearly approaching to parti- 
zanship, ought not perhaps to he disguised; 
that i3 here and there an instance somewhat 
of this sort may be still latent, and only wait­
ing for occasion, may be conceded as possi­
ble, but the essential whim of the Diocese, 
both in heart and hand, no one knowing our 
state will for a moment doubt. If it again ap­
pear, it will, we trust, only be to remind us 
“how good and pleasant a thing it is for 
brethren to dwell together in unity,” and how 
rife in the temper and spirit of division, and 
“every evil work,” is the antagonism to 
which we have alluded. The experiment 
which we sometimes see painfully illustrated 
—dear among religious men of a certain natu­
ral temperament, of realizing Dr. Johnson’s 
idea of “a good hater:” and yet of “loving as 
brethren, and being pitiful and courteous,” is 
always most hazardous, and never fails to ex­
hibit more or less of the opposites of the pa­
geant and precious fruits of the Spirit: love, 
joy, peace, long-suffering, gentleness, Ac.
To speak, in a word, of the deliberative 
sessions of Conventions, it strikes us that a 
good deal of time is lost in debate, by a want 
offamiliarity with “Parliamentary Practice,’’* 
and a want of observance of our own “Rules 
of Order;” and it may be added, without the 
slightest insidious personal inference, by 
some of our younger brethren failing to ob­
serve a very common rule of decorum, viz: of 
leaving to experience and seniority the in­
dicative of the several matters of business; 
and partaking themselves strongly and cir­
cumspectly in debate. It is not a fault to be 
young; but the young may commit grievous 
fault by assuming that which, by courtesy 
and usage, is conceded to those who may be 
supposed to possess mature experience and 
greater might of years, and who are more fa­
miliar with the services and institutions of the 
f hurch, as well as with the proceedings of 
deliberative bodies.
It is a matter of the sincerest congratula­
tion, that at length the fiscal concerns of the 
Uiocese are beginning to indicate not only 
adequate ability, but great readiness, on the 
part of our people, to come up promptly and 
energetically to their duty, in sustaining the 
Church in Ohio. The Missionary and Edu­
cation Report exhibits a very cheering result; 
so far as we remember, nearly or quite three- 
fourths more than the receipts of last year. 
During the same period, nearly $2,500 have 
been received on the deficit of the Episcopate, 
and on the Episcopal salary of the year which 
has just closed—leaving a comparatively 
small amount still due. The parochial as-
The revision of “Jefferson’s Parliamentary Prac 
lice, might not be altogether amiss.
This Report, and the Reports of the Pa­
rochial clergy of the Diocese are at present, 
as it strikes us, regarded with quite too little 
attention. It is common with us either to 
dispense with the reading the latter altogether, 
or to hear them at intervals and under circum­
stances scarcely less respectful. It is ob­
jected that they are merely statistical details. 
They arc so, we admit, but we maintain, that 
as Reports in detail upon the state of the 
church in the Diocese, and embodying the 
results of the parochial labors in all the pa­
rishes, they are entitled always to be made 
the order of the day at an early session, and 
to be heard by the pious laity with attention, 
and by the clergy respectively, with the live­
liest sympathy in the trials and successes of 
their brethren,
One feature of the late Convention wc wish 
before closing this article, specially to notice, 
viz: the ability and pions wisdom of our lay 
representation. A vocation or call of the 
('hurch to attend to her councils, is too fre­
quently regarded by* “the brethren” of the 
piity as urging no special class of duty, and 
hence the enquiry is often made in our ves­
tries, Who can conveniently go ? not Who 
is especially qualified in spirit and ability 
faithfully to discharge his duty as a represent­
ative in such a body.—We r joice to see an 
improvement in this respect, and we trust we 
shall see the time when not only zealous and 
brilliant men, but the most truly humble and 
godly among us, men of sound speech, which 
cannot be condemned—will, when called upon 
by the parishes in which they are pillars, 
obey the vocation as one of solemn dutv, and 
come up in prayer and faith, ready to do the 
work and fulfil the office of “helpers” in the 
Church. Our late Convention exhibited more 
of this sort, than we have ever before wit­
nessed in one Western section of the Church, 
and to this we do not doubt is to be referred, 
in alarge measure, the harmony and efficiency7 
of its proceedings, and the bringing the whole, 
with Cod’s blessing, to “good effect.”
tributed in different families bv the active hospi­
talities of a most kind and friendly people, who 
were, throughout our stay with them, untiring in 
their efforts to promote our comfort. It is said 
“comparisons are dangerous,” but we cannot re­
frain from saying that we never before have wit­
nessed such generous hospitality during a season 
of Convention. We heard the remark again and 
again repeated, “Well, have we not had a de­
lightful season here? So many Christian friends 
around us, and so much good feeling in all our 
intercourse!”
It was a season of prayer and of the ministry 
of the word, both in the sanctuary and from 
house to house; and we cannot but hope that 
much good lias been done, and that we have car­
ried away with us to our several homes a deeper 
interest in the cause of our heavenly Master, and 
a more ardent zeal for the church of our affec­
tions.
The parochial reports, compared with those of 
former years, will show a decided increase in the 
best fruits of the diocese. We shall make ex­
tracts from them at an early day; and hope to 
afford our readers the same satisfaction we en­
joyed in listening to them. The Journal of the 
Convention will appear at an early day, and will 
acquaint our brethren more fully with the seve­
ral topics which were subjects of interest, to 
some of which we shall call the more special at­
tention of our readers hereafter. **
A MOVEMENT IN BEHALF OF TIIE JEWS.
On the evening of the Lord’s-day succeeding 
the late Convention at Chillicothe, a missionary 
meeting was held in the Parish Church, at which 
Bishop McIlvaine presided. The object of the 
meeting was to promote the interests of the mis­
sions of this diocese.
Addresses were made by two of the clergy, 
and by the Bishop; after which the following 
resolution was read to the meeting, and unani­
mously carried:
“Resolved, That this meeting feels a deep in­
terest in the recent movements of the Chur h of 
Scotland, in behalf of the Jews, and in the faith­
ful zeal of our mother Church of England in the 
same cause; and will be thankful to God to hear 
of some similar movement on the part of our 
own Church, through the agency of her Mission­
ary Society.”
It was the design of the mover of this resolu­
tion to present it to the Convention of the Dio­
cese, but this was prevented by the press of 
other topics. It is his firm belief that the time 
has come when, as a part of Christ’s family, the 
Protestant Episcopal Church in the United 
States should move forward, and take a bold po­
sition in behalf of God’s ancient people, the 
Jews. The effect would be salutary, and who 
can tell bow far God would bless us in this 
effort? **
THE LATE CONVENTION.
It is with unmingled satisfaction that we re­
cur to our late sojourn in Chillicothe, during 
the sitting of the Convention. Having gone up 
by the river, we passed the first night and the 
day following with our kind and estimable bro­
ther, the Rev. Mr. Burr, of Portsmouth, and had 
the pleasure of meeting bis people in evening 
worship in their enlarged sanctuary, near by 
which they have erected a neat and comfortable 
parsonage house. The changes in the size of our 
churches, and in the accommodations for wor­
ship, are among the hopeful signs of this diocese. 
The ease of the church in Portsmouth is not the 
only one; the church in Zanesville is now en­
larging the bounds of its habitation; and, if we 
are rightly informed, this is now the third time 
that they have found it necessary to provide for 
the growth of the congregation. The church 
which the vestry are now erecting, is large and 
spacious; but after hearing of its proportions, we 
only regretted that they had not been even more 
ample than they are. It is the common error in 
our country, to build our churches somewhat 
larger, it is true, than the present number of at­
tendants would seem to justify, but still, far too 
small for the wants of a future day, and that not 
a very distant one either. The consequence is, 
that a church erected a few years since, now is 
found too small for the wants of its vicinity; it 
must be enlarged, and often this destroys its 
symmetry, and, after all, does not give entire sat­
isfaction. Let those who come after us, in the 
work of building churches, be wiser, and adopt 
the plan of putting up plain, but capacious 
church edifices, which will seat not less than one 
thousand persons if in a village; or two thou 
sand if located in a large town or city. And let 
us have a good confidence in the efficacy of a 
preached gospel, and believe that God will fill his 
own house with joyful guests. At all events, 
the church will then be prepared to meet the 
wants of a rapidly increasing population, and no 
one will find an excuse for absenting himself, 
that there was no room for him in the house of 
prayer.
But, to return to the Convention. Af the 
appointed hour, the clergy and laity met, in the 
church in Chillicothe, and listened to a sound and 
appropriate discourse from the Rev. Mr. Varian. 
Of this sermon we shall say no more, as we hope 
it will be spread before the eyes of our readers, 
on the pages of the Observer.
The delegates, both clerical and lay, were dis-
13. Address—by J. J. Moss, of Dover, Ky.
14. “ by Prof. Robbins, of Spring* 
field, O.
15. Address—by S. F. Cary, Esq., of 
Cincinnati.
16. Address—by Prest. Lindley, of Mari­
etta, O.
17. Address—by Prof. J. L. Van Doren, of 
Cincinnati.
18. Address—by Prof. Orr, of Ky.
19. Address—by Dr. Wm. Wood, of Cin­
cinnati.
20. An Essay—by Mrs. Willard, of N. Y.
Reports on subjects submitted to Commit­
tees at the last session of the College.
“The best means of elevating the pro-1.
Dr. Andrew Wylie,fession of Teaching.” 
of Bloomington, la.
2. “A course of Historical Reading adapted 
to general use.” Prest. T. J. Biggs, and J. 
W. Rand, Cincinnati.
3. “A course of English Classical Read­
ing.” Prest. T. J. Biggs, and J. II. Perkins, 
Esq., Cincinnati.
4. “The introduction of military exercises 
and descipline into Academies and Colleges.” 
Prof. J. Ammon, Bloomington, la.
5. “A course of Collegiate education, adapt­
ed to the present A future wants of the Western 
Country.” Prest. Davidson, Lexington, Ky.
C. The Mechanics’ Institutions of Great 
Britain.” Dr. J. Ray, Cin.
7. “The true ethics of Politics as a branch 
of Education.” Wm. Greene, Esq., Cin­
cinnati.
8. “Physical Education.” Dr. J. A. War­
der, Cincinnati.
9. “What circumstances in early life are 
best adapted to the developement of strong in­
tellectual ability?” Prof. C. G. Forshey and 
C. Mason, Natchez, Miss.
10. “The best method of teaching Geogra­
phy.” J. M. Edwaids, Cincinnati.
11. “The peculiarities of German Univer­
sities.” J. A. Ileaman and Wm. Nash, Cin­
cinnati.
12. “The peculiarities of the College of 
France.” J. F. Moline, Esq., Cincinnati.
13. “The Literary Institutions ofScotland.’ 
J. II. Perkins, Esq., Cincinnati.
14. “The most appropriate Studies for 
Common Schools.” Wm. Phillips, jr. Esq., 
Cincinnati.
15. “The claims of Meteorology to a place 
in our Schools and Colleges. Prof. C. G. 
Forshey, Natchez, Miss.
16. “The effects of beneficiary instruc­
tion.” J. C. Vaughan, Esq., Cincinnati,.
17. “The means of preventing the evils 
resulting to schools, from the presence of 
vagarant boys in our cities.” J. C. Vaughan, 
Esq., Cincinnati.
18. Zoology as a branch of Education.” 
Dr. Barbee, Mount Healthy, O.
A number of others were appointed both 
to lecture and report, from whom the commit­
tee have not yet received any specific answers; 
their names are therefore omitted..
By order of the Executive Committee, 
ALBERT PICKETT, Sen. Pres’t.
C. II. Hand, Sec’y.
COLLEGE OF TEACHERS.
The Eleventh Annual Session of the Col­
lege of Teachers, will commence in the 
city of Cincinnati, on Monday, Oct. 4tli, at 
11 o'clock, A. M., in the Baptist church on 
Sycamore street, between Fifth and Sixth 
streets, and be continued during the week.
Arrangements have been made to render the 
occasion an interesting one to all persons who 
feel the importance of improving, preserving, 
and extending the means of education. The 
prospects are encouraging, and the friends of 
the Institution have every reason to believe 
that there will be a full meeting, and much 
important business transacted. A course of 
interesting lectures will be delivered and re­
ports read intimately connected with the dif­
fusion of useful knowledge. Topics involv­
ing the usefulness and permanency of Litera­
ry Institutions, will be brought before the Col­
lege for discussion. It is therefore earnestly 
requested, that all persons who arc disposed 
to participate in these discussions, will bestow 
thought, and research, upon the subjects pro­
posed, and come prepared to impart the results 
of their experience and reflection upon ques­
tions, which det?ply concern the welfare of 
the whole community.
The undersigned in behalf of the executive 
committee, respectfully invite the attention and 
co-operation of all teachers, whether of Col­
leges, Academies or Schools, and of the 
friends of education generally.
The following Addresses, Essays and Re­
ports, together with discussions on various 
subjects, will constitute the principal part of 
the business of the session, so far as known 
to the committe at present.
1. Prayer and Premonition, explanatory 
of the objects of the College. By Dr. B. 
P. Adylotte, of Cincinnati, O.
2. Preliminary remarks. By the Presi­
dent.
3. Opening Address—on Pratical Teach­
ing. By Prest. T. J. Biggs, Cincinnati, O.
4. An Address—by Prof. Sanfl. Gallo­
way, of Ilillsburo’, O.
5. Addres—by Prof. Loomis, of Western 
Reserve College, ().
G. Address—by S. P. Chase, Esq., Cin­
cinnati, Ohio.
7. Address-—by S. Maull, Esq., of Indi­
ana.
8. Address—by Dr. B. P. Adylotte, of 
Cincinnati, O.
9. Address—by Prof. Howard, of Miss.
10. “ by E. D. Mansfield, Esq., 
Cincinnati.
11. Address—by Prof. C. G. Forshey, of 
Natchez, Miss.
12. Address—by T. Walker, Esq., of Cin­
cinnati.
mA B» OF THE UMTED STATES.
rEMIE undersigned propose to publish a Map of the
JL United States, on which will be carefully laid 
down all the most interesting and useful information 
heretofore published, together with much obtained 
from the most recent United States’ surveys, rela­
tive chiefly to the new states and territories, which 
will be Very full and accurate. The Map will cor­
respond in extent of territory and general style with 
the accompanying Minature Map, (one of which 
may be seen at the Observer office,) and in addition 
the Missouri and Oregon Territories will be given 
on a reduced scale. It will he 4 feet G inches by 5 
feet in size, elegantly engraved, each county differ­
ently colored, all the important railroads, canals, 
public thoroughfares, &c., carefully delineated. It 
will be embellished with the portraits of all the Pre­
sidents, and the whole completely finished in the 
best manner, forming one of the largest and most 
elegant Maps ever published in this country. It will 
be afforded to subscribers only at the low price of 
$7, payable on delivery.
The Map will be accompained by a Statistical
Gazetteer oi the United States, containing an al­
phabetical list of all the cities, towns, villages, and 
townships in the Union, designating the country and 
slate in which they are situated, the distance from 
the capitol of their state and from Washington, and 
population in 1840: all the Post Offices with the re­
ceipts of each for the year 1841, and a table of all 
the principal rivers with their length and places of 
termination the whole number over 14,000 names. 
The Constitution togelhe with a short sketch of the 
history of the U. States, a synopsis of the constitu­
tion and sketch of the history of each state separate­
ly,their internal improvements population at difter- 
rent periods, and recent vote for President by .coun­
ties. To which will he added tables containing 
much valuable statist cal information respecting the 
commerce, manufactures, agriculture, education, 
public lands, &c, of the United States, compiled 
from Census of 1840, and public documents. No 
pains or expense will be spared to make the work a 
complete refference of the Statistical Geography of 
the Union. It will contain over 400 pages, printed 
on good paper and new type procured expressly for 
the purpose, bound in marble paper and morocco, and 
furnished to subscribers at the low price of $2,25 or 
at ft2 per copy if taken with the map, payable on 
delivery. MANNINGS & DARBY, Publisher; 
Akron, Ohio, Sept 18.
ttishop itlcsulcosi the Slide of faith.
A SERMON delivered at the consecration of the Rt. Rev. Stephen Elliott, D. D., by the Rt. Rev. Wm. Meade, D. 1)., with an Appendix on 
the Rule of Faith, (in XIX chapters,) in which the 
opinions of the Oxford Divines and others agreeing 
with them on the subject of Tradition, are consid­
ered, and some of the consequences thereof set 
forth. Just received at the Episcopal Depository, 
West Fourth Street. Price 374 cts.
July 17.
I>r. Elouogh
Offers his professional services to the inhabitants of 
this City. Office on Sixth street, a few doors from 
the corner of Race.
Residence 3rd street, Southside, two doors west 
of Vine.
July 13, 1841.
Kitchen Furniture.
A GENERAL assortment of Kitchen Furniture, Groceries, Queensware, Glassware, Waiters, Tea-Trays, &c. For eale by
Maj 8. D. K. CADY.
FURNITURE AUCTION ROOxMS;
FTMIE subscriber has regular sales by auction, of
Jj Household Furniture, at his ware-rooms, No.
8 Rogers’ Row, Fourth street, between Main and 
Walnut., every Wednesday morning nt 9 o'clock.
Consignments are respectfully solicited.
ALSO—A general assortment of Cabinet ware,
Chairs, &c., for private sale at prices to suit the 
times.
sept 4-3m J. II. WOODRUFF.
FOR SUNDAY SCHOOLS.
A LITURGY: or Manual of Sunday Schoool
Devotion and Instruction. Adapted to Ca­
pacities of Children. By Rev. Henry Blackaller, 
rector of Trinity Church, Bridgewater, Mass.
CONTENTS.
Nature and Attributes of God.—The omnipresence 
of God; the omniscience of God; the omnipotence 
of God: the justice of God: the holiness of God: 
the truth of God: the wisdom of God: the goodness 
of God: the mercy of God.
lt'orks of God.—Creation: providence: redemp­
tion.
Institutions of God.—The church: the sanctuary: 
the scriptures; the Lord’s day: the ministry; bap­
tism; confirmation: Lord’s supper.
Doctrines, Privileges, und Duties of the Christian' 
—Commandments: fall ol man; repentance; faith, 
love; prayer; praise; hope; joy.
Christ.—Our prophet; our high priest; our king; 
our example.
Dispensation of God.—Affliction; death; judgment; 
eternity; heaven; hell.
Posts and Festivals of the Church.—Christmas: 
Good Friday; Easter Day; Ascension Day, Whitsun 
day; Godhead, or Trinity Sunday.
Occasional Subjects.—End of the year; new year: 
death of a teacher, death of a scholar; Sunday 
schools; missions; duty to rulers; duty to parents: 
collects.
EXPLANATION OF CONTENTS.
It has been the author’s aim to give a consecutive 
view of the doctrines, duties, privileges, and institu­
tions of Christianity, and of those of our church in 
particular. To such a scheme, the improvement ol 
each Sabbath in the year was favorable. His aim 
has been to state what he conceives to be the obvi­
ous sense of Scripture.while he has endeavored, in 
consideration of their design and use, to give them 
all the interest he could by making them simple but 
not puerile; illustrative, but not low.
The limit assigned in each exhortation, as will be 
perceived, admitted of little more than a simple ex 
position, illustration and improvement of the sub­
ject,—a plan, disadvantageous in some respects, yet 
favorable, as he conceives, to the incipient develope- 
ments ot the mind, by clearing the view of all ex­
traneous matter, that especially which is purely 
speculative. The canticles take a peculiar form 
from the wish to commit the heart of the child to 
expressions before God, which, under the divine 
Spirit, might serve to impress more vividly, and se 
cure more lastingly in the mind, the truth on each 
Sabbath declared. He has not restricted himself to 
the language of David, for want of matter sufficient­
ly pertinent to his design, but he conceives that the 
use of the ‘Te deuni, and the ‘Bened'cite, in the 
church services, supports him in the latitude lie has 
taken in their construction.
In making the canticle and subsequent prayer 
mutually refer to the truth slated in the exhortation 
he designs that the association in the child’s mind 
shall be, if pos-ible, sufficiently striking Io leave a 
comparatively clear conception of what it has been 
taught. »
In the prayers the author has desired to make use 
of the language of the Book of Common prayer, 
where he possibly could; wherein he has failed, he 
has aimed at some humble imitation. Besides the 
appropriate use of the book, it is respectfully sug­
gested to parents whether it might not be used as 
a Sabbath evening exercise will) their children to 
some profit: especially on those Sabbaths when the 
children have been prevented by the weather, or any 
other cause from attending school.
The above excellent work or Sunday Schools may 
be had at the Bookstore of ISAAC N. WHITING, 
Columbus, at $2, 75 per dozon or 31J cents each.
St. lYfary’s Hall.
GREEN RANK, BURLINGTON, NEW JERSEY. 
the bishop of new jrsey, patron.
THE summer term of this institution will com­mence on the first day of May next. The charges per term of five months for boarding, lodg­
ing, fuel, use of bed and bedding, and towels, all 
English branches, Ancient Languages, and Psal­
mody, are $106.
Washing is charged at fifty cents per dozen.
Music with use of piano $15. French $7 50 
Drawing $8 per quarter.
At the suggestion of several friends of the insti­
tution and in consequence of lhe pecuniary depres­
sion of the country the following propositions are 
made—1. A deduction of ten per cent will be made 
on all bills of the second year, of fifteen per cent the 
third year, of twenty per cent on the subsequent 
years.
2. To those who send pupils for three or more 
years leaving the time of theirattendonce to tiie sev­
eral ornamental branches to the discretion of the 
Principal, the whole charge for the term, (including 
washing amdunting as tiie several items do to about 
$180,) will be $150.
3. When three or more daughters of one family 
are educated at the Ilall, a deduction of twenty per 
cent will he made on all their bills.
4. When more than five and less than ten pu­
pils from the same neighborhood, a deduction of fif­
teen per cent on all charges will be made, and when 
the number is more than ten, a deduction of twenty 
per cent.
One hundred dollars must be paid at the be­
ginning of every term; and all money for the Use 
of the pupils must be left with the Principal. No bills 
to be contracted by or for the pupils. When the 
term bills are not paid within ten days after the close, 
of any term, a draft will be drawn and the expenses 
charged.
Address Rev. R. J. Germain, Chaplain, Principal 
teacher and Head of the family, St Mary's Hall. 
Burlington, N. J.
To the friends of Christian Education in the Church.
St. Mary’s Hall is just completing its fourth year. 
The undersigned, having originated the enterprise 
and taken a constant shar§ in its prosecution; has 
thus far borne no public testimony to the working of 
the plan, which, in 1837, he announced, in his 1 2 3 4 * *Ap­
peal to Parents, for Female Education on Christian 
Principles.’ It was then his expectation that at 
least four years would be required for the develope­
ment of the principles of tire institution, and matur­
ing and settling its plans. He considers that this 
'is now fully done: and lie therefoie feels that it is 
his duty to declare, to all whom it may concern, his 
entire satisfaction with the principles, plan, and ad­
ministration of St. Mary’s Hall; and his conviction 
that it deserves the full confidence and the liberal 
patronage of the friends of Christian Education in 
the Church. Itistosuch that the appeal has al­
ways been made, and is now: St. Mary’s Hall hav­
ing been founded and unformily conducted as a 
Church institution, No pupils indeed are rejected 
on account of their religious profession. Ail are 
welcome. And a large number of ils inmates have 
always been of such as did riot profess and call them­
selves Churchmen. But its training and its tenden­
cies have always been and will always be in accord­
ance with the doctrine, discipline, and worship of 
the Protestant Episcopal Church: and it is matter of 
devout thankfulness to Almighty God, that from 
within its walls many have gone out, to carry with 
them the principles which were here imbibed or con­
firmed: and, ‘adorning in all things the doctrines of 
God our Saviour,’ to prmote, we trust., in the sta­
tions in which Providence shall place them the 
same sacred influence in others.
In conclusion, the undersigned, with the very best 
possible opportunities of knowledge, earnestly, and 
without any qualification, recommends St. Mary's 
Hall to all who desire a place for the education of 
their daughters:
1. As a healthy and delightful residence, and a 
safe asylum.
2. As a domestic institution, another home, in 
which pupils and teachers live together as one 
family.
3. As a Seminary of sound and thorough instruc­
tion in all the usual branches of useful and elegant 
learning.
4. As a Christian institution, under pastoral and 
Episcopal supervision, in which there are daily wor­
ship, and instruction in sacred things; and in which 
the knowledge of salvation, through faith which is 
in Christ Jesus, is held and taught to be tl«e most 
desirable knowledge, and growth in grace, through 
sanctification of the Spirit, the great end of human 
life.
G. W. DOANE, 
Bishop of New Jersey. 
Riverside, Feb. 8, 1841.—5w.
Granville Episcopal Female Seminary.
F J ’'HE fourth year of this institution will com- 
g mence on the 16th of September nexl, (1841,) 
and continue 44 weeks, including a recess of one
week at Christmas, and three days at Easter.
Past Success.—There have been connected with
the Institution duiing the past year 65 pupils, and 
lor a greater part of the year there have been as 
many in the boarding-house as could be accommo­
dated.
Location.—Granville, Licking county, is a plea­
sant, healthy, and retired village, of about 800 in­
habitants, situated 8 miles north of the national 
road, 6 miles west of Newark, and 27 miles from 
Columbus, and on many accounts is admirably 
adapted for schools.
Officers and Teachers:—
Rt. Rev. C. P. McIlvaine, D. D. Patron and 
Visiter.
Rev. S. A. Bronson, A. M., Pastor of the School 
and Lecturer on the Evidences of Christianity.
Rev. A. Sanfoko, Chaplain, and Head of the 
Family.
Mrs. C. Sanford, Governess.
Miss Julia A. Pratt, Principal.
The Principal will he assisted in all the depart^ 
ments of instruction by a competent number of able 
and efficient teachers. The Chaplain will render 
her such aid as shall be necessary to carry out the 
arrangements of the School.
Family.—The Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Sanford will 
have the entire care and supervision of the young 
ladies of the Family out of the regular school hours. 
Their hours of study and relaxation will be superin­
tended by them in connexion with the female 
teachers.
They will have charge of their religious instruc­
tion in connexion with the Rector of the parish. 
The manners of the young ladies will be carefully 
guarded, and every reasonable attention paid to 
qualify them for a faithful discharge ot the subse­
quent duties of life.
Tuition. &c.—The charge for those whd eitter 
lhe family, including board, washing, fuel, lights, 
room and furniture, and tuition in all the branches 
of the course, is, per annum, - $13000
Tuition of day scholars, per quarter, - 4 50
Instruction on Piano, with use of instru­
ment, per quarter,
Instruction in Greek, Latin and French, 
each, per quarter,....................................
Instruction in Drawing, 20 lessons, -
Painting Water Colors, ...
Fuibroidery,
Those who remain with the family during vacation,, 
will he charged $2 00 per week.
Ypung ladies will be received into tile Seminary 
at any time, but for no less period than a quarter..
References.—Rt. Rev. C. P. McIlvaine, D. D., 
Gambier: Rev. W. A. Smallwood, Zanesville: Rev. 
Charles Fox, Columbus; Rev. John Ufford, Newark; 
Rev. Anson Clark, Circleville.
ILF'Applications for admission into the Institu­
tion should be addressed to Rev. A. Sanford, tvlio is 
authorized to receive all bills.
sept 4
8 00
3 CO
3 00
4 00 
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Theological & Classical Bookstore,
Cincinnati.
I’TptHE subscriber respectfully intimates that he 
continues the sale of Theological V Classical
Books, at the Store lately conducted by T. Ray­
mond, No. 1, Rogers’ Row, West Foufth Street, 
above Main, where will be found the most standard 
and valuable Books. Fresh and interesting works 
are looked for, and a Caialogue will be arranged as 
early as practicable. The following amongst others 
are now in store:—
Works of Chillingworth, Palmer’s Church Histo­
ry, Christ our Example, Weller Tracts, Heart’s 
Ease, Wilmer's Episcopal Manual, Parley's School 
and Family Library, 4 vols., Parley’s Wonders, Ori-, 
gin and Compilation of the Prayer Book, Life of 
Fletcher, Communicant’s Companion, Pay thy 
Vows, The Christian’s Faith.
Bishop McIlvaine’s Oxford Divinity, Select Fam­
ily und Parish Sermons (2 vols.), Melvill’s do. (2 
vols.), Tyng's do., Blunt’s do., Chapman’s do. on 
the Church, Memoirs of Bishop White, Bishop Hop- 
kin’s Writings, Henstenberg’s Christoiogy (3 vols.), 
Augustinism and Plagianistn, Family Religion, Sla­
ter’s Original Drabght of the Primitivb Church, 
Henshaw's Communicant’s Guide, Life and Opin­
ions of Dr. Milne, Theology for the People, Faber 
on Romanism, Obligations of the World to the Bi­
ble, Bridge’s Christian Ministry, Keith’S evidences, 
ot Christianity, Mcllvaine’s do., Bacon’s Lives of 
the Apostles, Seeker on the Calecljism, Jay’s Pray­
ers, Mead’s do., Mcllvaine’s Justification by Faith; 
Christian Youth's Book, Advice Id a Young Chris­
tian, Miss Coxe’s Life of Wycftfte, Tappan on the 
Will, Day do. do., My Saviour, Metropolitan Puk 
pit., Dick oh Covetousness, Jenks Devotion, Church­
man’s Manual, Burton’s History of the Church, 
Life of Wilberforce (2 vols.), Correspondence of d6. 
Symington on the Atonement, Sutton on the Sacra­
ment, Alexander’s Evidences, Alexander on the Ca­
nons, Walk about Zion, Memoir of Buchahan, Sim­
eon .on the Liturgy, Blackaller’s Liturgy, Private 
Thoughts, Todd’s Truth Made Simple, Todd's Lec­
tures to Children, Word to Women, Rudiments! 
of the Church, Way of Escape, Ministers Family, 
Christian Experience, Christianity Vindicated, HoiV 
shall 1 govern my School, Scenes in our Parish, &c.
Many of the above cannot he had at any dther 
store in lhe city, and the prices in general it is be­
lieved are unusually low.
July 17. W. BURTON.
/OUNG LADIES’ Education.—Mr. and Mrs 
£ J. LIVINGSTON VAN DOREN, after a re
cess of some 5 years, have resumed the duties of Fe-. 
male Instruction. They have selected the city of 
Cincinnati as the most desirable Jobation lh the West 
for their contemplated Institution. It shall be their 
aim in their present Institute, to afford Young La­
dies an opportunity of obtaining in the West, as 
thorough, nrtensire, und finished an education, as cart 
be had in the most celebrated female seminaries iit 
the Northern Or Eastern States. ,
Having had fifteen years’ experience in superin­
tending extensive Institutions for young Ladies; 
thirteen of which Were in the city of New-York and 
ils vicinity, at the head of one of the then largest 
and most distinguished female seminaiies in tha 
East, they hope to merit and receive the continued 
patronage of an enlightened public.
The Institute is now open for the reception-of 
pupils, who are received at any lime or age.
Young Ladies desirous of finishing their educa­
tion in the higher studies, or qualifying themselves 
for teaching, will find the above Institute to afford 
special advantages.
Terms made known on application at the school 
roams, at present in Centre-stfeet, between Race 
and Vine.
Satisfactory testimonials from many highly dis­
tinguished gentlemen and their former patrons in the 
East, may be seen at any time when desired. 
REFERENCES IN THIS CITY.
Rev. J. L. Wilson, D. D.,
Rev. R. P. Aydelott, D. D.
Rev. L. Beecher, D. Dr
Rev. C. Collon, D. D. 
Dr. J. l.ocke,
a tig. 2L—2 ms.
Rev. J. T. Brooke, 
Rev. II. V. D. Johns, 
Rev. L. G. Bingham, 
Dr. Daniel Drake,
N. Baker. Esq.
RicjNvninc on .trustification.
ISAAC N. WHITING, Bookseller and Publish-' er, Columbus, has just published Justification i>y Faith; with an Appendix: By the Rt. Rev.- 
Charles P. McIlvaine, D. D., Bishop of the Prot. 
Church in the Diocese of Ohio. 1 vol.Price, hand­
somely bound, 374cls. The work may be had of Myers 
& bfiller Gambier; S. Wells, Newark; A. P. 
Rritchafdfe, Granville; Ed. Lucas & Co. Cincinnati; 
also, in Philadelphia, at the bookstores of II. Hook 
er, J. Whetham, George W. Donohue; and R. S.- 
George: Baltimore, at Armstrong & Berry’s ; 
Washington City, at William M. Morrison’s; New 
York, Swords, Stanford &. Co., D. Appleton As 
Go., Gould, Newman & Saxton, and at the Depos­
itory of the General Protestant Episcopal Sunday 
School Union;New Haven, at S. Babcock’s and B;
As W. Noyes: Hartford, Spalding & Storr's and 
Belknap & Hamersley’s; Boston, Crocker &, Brew­
ster, and James B. Dow’s; Pittsburgh, J. J. Kay 
&Co.
Columbus, July 10, 1840.
notice.
DOCTOR DRAKE wishes to inform those who may desire to communicate with him profess sionally or otherwise, that he will not return to 
Louisville till the commencement of the Medical 
Lectures, the first of November, till when he may 
be found at the house of his son-in-law, Alexander H. 
McGuffey, Third st, oposite the Bazaar.
May 8.___________________ _
Shaker Ware.
FUST received, a new lot of the above kind of 
ware—Wash-Tubs, Foot-Tubs, Churns and
Buckets, painted and unpainted. For sale by
May 8. I). K. CADY.
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SACRAMENTAL HYMN.
FROM THE GERMAN OF GELLERT. 
Jesus lives, and so shall.
Death! thy sting is gone forever! 
He who deigned for me to die,
Lives the bands of death to seve:: 
He shall raise me with the just:
Jesus is my Hope and Trust.
Jesus lives and reigns supreme;
And his kingdom still remaining,
I shall also be with Him,
Ever living, ever reigning;
God has promised; be it must:
Jesus is my Hope and Trust.
Jesus lives and God extends
Grace to each returning sinner; 
Rebels He receives as friends,
And exalts to highest honor.
God is True, as he is Just,
Jesus is my Hope and Trust.
Jesus lives, arid by his Grace
Victory o’er my passions giving,
I will cleanse my heart and ways,
Ever to his glory living.
The weak he raises from the dust: 
Jesus is my Hope and Trust.
jesus lives, and I am sure,
Naught shall e’er from Jesus sever; 
Satan’s wiles and Satan’s power,
Pain or pleasure—ye shall never! 
Christian armour cannot rust:
Jesus is my Hope and Trust.
Jesus lives, and death is now
But my entrance into glory. 
Courage! then my soul, for thou
Hast a crown of life before thee: 
Thou shall find thy hopes were just, 
Jesus is the Christian's Trust.
THE SUMMER IS ENDED.
Another Summer has passed away. In 
calmness and silence it departed. The moon 
looked on, shedding her gentle light on the 
city and village, field and forest, river and 
lake. No wild cry arose in the city or in the 
field; scarcely a breeze stirred on the lake or 
in the forest, when midnight arrived—and 
the months and weeks and days and hours 
and minutes of the Summer that is ended, 
flew up with their accounts on high. Their 
reports is recorded in the book of God’s re­
membrance. How will it affect us indivi­
dually, when we too shall “fly away” to give 
in our account?
This is a period calculated to awake serious 
reflection in all—let us not fail to improve 
it. All nature helps to solemn thought, for 
nature now begins to assume a serious aspect, 
and from woodland, field, and garden, is cal­
ling upon us to behold her departing honors 
•—her expiring beauties, and to prepare for 
our latter end.
But is there danger that the summer of grace 
and salvation may glide noiselessly away 
from any of us, like the ending of the season 
that is past? There is.—They who have re­
sisted the strivings of the Holy Spirit, until 
he now strives with them no more-—have 
much reason to he alarmed.
They who persist in sinful practices, con­
trary to the convictiona of conscience, harden­
ing themselves against the reproofs of the 
Amighty—have much reason to be alarmed.
'They who sin presumptuously, sin against 
light, and with purposes offuture repentance 
—have much reason to he alarmed.
They who are so determinately bent on 
sin, that the Spirit of God, their own con­
science, and the ministers of the Gospel 
cease to reprove them—have much reason to 
be alarmed.
They who relapse into evil hadits, after 
strong conviction and solemn vows—have 
much reason to be alarmed.
They who have long halted between two 
opinions, who are ashamed of Christ, or 
afraid to forsake the company of ungodly 
companions—have much reason to he alar­
med.
To all such, we would say wtih affection­
ate earnestness, “Oh hasten, mercy to im­
plore,” or it will be to you for an everlasting 
lamentation—the Summer is ended.
Proleslanl and Herald.
scene, now view them in another. Before 
the burning throne of God they stand, with 
assembled millions around them. Upon that 
child, made guilty by the example and instruc­
tion of a parent, the judge turns his wrathful 
eye; his lips pronounce the fearful sentence, 
“Depart, ye cursed.” In the agony of de­
spair, hear him cry, “My mother, O my 
mother, your instruction lias brought me 
here; your advice has been my eternal ruin!” 
Mother, would you stand in that parent’s 
place? For mountains of silver, for worlds 
of gold on worlds of gold, would you stand in 
that mother’s place ! Beware, then, how you 
teach your child to lie. Lie for a shilling ! 
O mother, remember the fearlul retribution of 
eternity. D. A. R.
Cross <$’ Journal.
AN EXCELLENT RULE.
Two professors of religion were standing 
at the door of a theatre in the city of New 
A ork, when one of them proposed to go in 
and see the play, and.desired his friend to 
accompany him. The other declined the in­
vitation, and after being repeatedly solicited 
to enter, gave this excellent reason for his 
refusal. “If I should go in, and while there 
he called into eternity, and should be asked 
at the door of heaven where I had comejrom 
—I should he ashamed to answer.”
This incident furnishes a rule for general 
observance. JVetter go to a place where you 
would be ashamed to die. No doubt every 
man would prefer to die in his bed with his 
friends around him,/and duty may call him 
away to posts on which he may fall. But 
duty never calls him to the Theatre or the 
gaming table, or to any of the thousand gilded 
gates ot hell, that stand open night and day in 
our cities and chief towns. And when tempt­
ation whispers in the ear that there is no harm 
in going once, merely to see what is to be 
seen, and learn the ways of the world, let 
conscience ask if it is a fitting place in which 
to die.
No good comes from going once to a pest 
house. You may escape contagion, but your 
health will not be improved; and the know­
ledge you gain by seeing the diseased and 
dying, will be a poor compensation for the 
exposure. Y oil may catch an infection that 
will send you to an untimely grave. So you 
may go once to the theatre, and escape the 
ruin that has overtaken most of those who 
have gone before you. But the knowledge 
there to be acquired is a miserable return for 
the perilous hazard you run. You may in 
one hour form an appetile that shall drag you 
with resistless power to eternal woe. Decline 
the first step in vice, and the second you can­
not take.—N. F. Obs.
ITALY.
Mot at Pome.—A Itorrible tumult, with 
great loss of life, took place at Rome, on 
the 20th of July. Three criminals, of the 
name of liiteozzi, were executed on that day, 
being a man and his sister, and their nephew. 
They had got into the house of a rich watch­
maker of the Piazza Colonna, and had mur­
dered his wife and daughter, and then robbed 
the house. The tumult was caused by pre­
meditated design to create a riot, in the midst 
of which robbers might reap a harvest. Ail 
immense concourse of persons had assembled, 
and at a given signal the tumult commenced. 
The troops fired upon the rioters. 4 per­
sons (a woman and two children) fell dead on 
the spot, 8 were mortally wounded, 40 were 
wounded with piercing and 40 with cutting 
instruments, 58G others were wounded, and 
10 had an arm or leg broken. When the 
place was cleared of the crowd, 479 men’s 
hats including- 99 belonging to the ecclesiastics, 
180 hats or bonnets of women, 585 canes, 29 
little abbe mantles, two monks’ mantles, and 
10 work-bags or purses, were picked up. 
More than 300 persons have been arrested.
THE CHURCH CHOIR.
JUST received and tor sale at the Episcopal De­pository—south side of Fourth street, a few doors west of Main.
B
Books at Philadelphia Prices.
LUNT’S Lectures on the Life of Christ,
Price $1 25do. do. do. St. Paul, y 1 eo
do. do. do. St. Peter, 1 00
do. do. do. Elisha, 75do. do. Hist. of the 7 C’s of Asia, 75
do. Sermons, 75
Ancient Christianity, and Doc. of Ox. Tracts, 1 25 
Church Dictionary, enlarged edition, 1 37
1 able of the Lord, 76
•Bickersteth’s Harmony of the Four Gospels, 75
do. Treatise on Prayer, - 50
Jackson on Baptism, 62
Life and Opinions of Rev. Dr. Milne, 50
Henry’s Comrnunicat’s Companion, 56
Christ to Retnrn, 50
Common Prayer, morrocco, * 60
Do- do. sheep, 30 and 25
Hook’s Family Prayers, 37
Year Book, or Manual of Every Day Reference 1 50 
Flora’s Eexicon, extra guilt, 4 colored plates, 1 50 
American Common Place- Book of Poetry 84
A variety of Books for Sunday Schools, and Sta­
tionery also intended to be for sale at the lowest 
cash prices, and the favors of the public are respect­
fully solicited. W. BURTON.
WOOD will give instructions in land- 
±t 3 scape, figure, and miniature drawing, and 
will also lake likenesses, at her residence on Sixth 
street, between Vine and Walnut streets. A few oi 
hei paintings may be seen at the Exhibition of the 
Academy of Fine Arts, near the Post Ollice. 
Cincinnati, April 24, 1840.
A CARD.
With a view to introduce to the inhabitants of 
Cincinnati the lady whose name is attached to the 
above, I beg leave to say, that Mrs. Wood is a daugh 
ter of Win. Daniell, Royal Academician of London, 
favorably known to artists as one of the most accom­
plished painters of England. Parents desirous ol 
having their daughters instructed in the beautiful ait 
of landscape and figure drawing may here have an 
opportunity seldom to be met with. Having seen 
Mrs. Wood’s drawings, and received instructions 
trom her in a member of my own family, I can bear 
testimony to her faithful as well as eminently skil­
ful exertions for her pupils.
Henry V. D. Johns.
Cincinnati, April 8, 1841.
Reference ina v also be made to the
Rt. Rev. C. P. McIlvaine, D. D. 
Rev. C. Colton, D. D.
Rev. J. T. Brooke.
Miscellaneous Books.
UST received, at the new cheap Bookstore, Ro- 
Sel 8 Rotv, We$t Fourth Street, a variety of
miscellaneous books, among which are the following: 
Southgate’s Tour, Court ofRoine, Young Ladies’
Companion, Common-Place Book of Poetry, Muse­
um of Religious Knowledge, Bacchus, Sequel to 
Three Experiments, German Selections, Floral Bi­
ography, Flora’s Lexicon, Flower Garden, Scrip­
ture Library, Opie’s Cure for Scandal, Women of 
England, Year Book, Thomson’s Seasons, Wain­
wright on Education, Jay on Marriage, &c. &c.
July 17.
XFORD DIVINITY compared with that of 
the Romish and Anglican churches, with a 
special view to the illustration of the doctrine of 
justification by faith, as it was made of primary im­
portance by the reformers ; arid as it lies, at the 
foundation of all scriptural views of the gospel of 
our Lord Jesus Christ ; by the Rt. Rev. Charles
P. M’flvaine, D. D., in 1 large elegant8vo. volume 
fheology for the People, in a series of discourses
on the catechism of the Protestant Episcopal church, 
by I. P. K. Henshaw, D. D., 1 vol. 8vo., price 
$2,50. For sale at the Episcopal Depository.
Walnut AS ills Cemetery.
OTS in this Cemetery, laid out on the grounds
J belonging to Lane Seminary, are offered for 
sale.t
The ground is near enough to the city for conve­
nience, and yet distant enough td be free from inter­
ruption, and to secure that retirement so desirable 
to the repose of departed friends.
Those wishing to purchase lots are requested to 
inquire of Mr. Stephen Burrows, corner of Fourth 
and Vine Streets, Cincinnati; or of Mr. Ford, at the 
Seminary, who will also give direction to the Sexton 
of any interments to be made. June 15 25 6m
BURTON, from Philadelphia, having 
• spent many years them as an accountant, 
and having the most unqualified recommendations of 
his capacity, offers his services to the merchants and 
tradesmen of this city, for the balancing of their 
books, settling of accounts, making out bills, or 
other wriliilg, which will be most expeditiously
done, on reasonable terms.
Apply at the Theological and Classical Book
Store, No. 1, Rogers’ Row, West Pourth Street. 
Cincinnati, July, 1841.
F
It ristl’s lSxtraet of Sarsaparilla,
OR the cure of Scrofula, Syphilis, Cancer, Le­
prosy, Suit Rheum, Erysipelas, SfC.
From the New World.
Bristol's Extract of Sarsaparilla.--This is one o 
the few advertised medicines that cannot be stigma­
tized with quackery. We invite the attention of 
those interested to the strongly certified case of cure 
related by Mr. Bristol, in our advertising columns. 
Sarsaparilla, it is well known, is one of the most ef­
ficient, and at the same time innocuous agents in 
the whole materia medica, and by far the best and 
purest preparation of it is that offered by Bristol.
This invaluable Medicine has won by its own 
merits a reputation for extraordinary cures ex­
ceeding that of most others in the catalogue of 
curatives. Its sterling virtues recommend it to all 
who are laboring under cutaneous diseases; and 
there is no case so desperate but that hopes may be 
entertained of recovery it" resort he bad to this pre­
paration. Maladies universally supposed by the 
most eminent writers on medical subjects to be in­
curable. have been, in every instance where this Ex­
tract has been used and properly persevered in, com­
pletely removed, and the suffering patent lifted, as it 
were, from the grave, ana restored to health and 
usefulness,—those horrible diseases, Scrofula, Sy­
philis, Cancer, Leprosy, Dyspepsia, Salt Rheum,/ 
Erysipelas, Neuralgic affections, and all the various 
maladies that are supposed to be entrenched in the 
constitution.
[From the Coneaut (Ohio) Gazette.]
Bristol’s Fluid Extract of Sarsaparilla.—We be 
lieve this is the second time we have ever offered cur 
readers any thing in the shape of commendation of 
the numerous medicines of the day, but the celebri­
ty which the ‘Extract of Sarsaparilla’ has attained 
not only with those who have used it, but with the 
medical faculty, warrant us fully in recommending 
it to those alHicted with cutaneous diseases and oth­
er diseases of the blood. Most are somewhat ac­
quainted with the properties of the herb and to such 
it will be only necessary to make assurances, that 
it contains its active concentrated principle. It is 
highly recommended as such by those who have 
used it, by those eminent among the faculty, and by 
many of the leading journals in the United States.
Opinions from Mdical Gentlemen.
We are acquainted with the preparation of
Sarsaparilla, manufactured by C. C. Bristol, and 
having made use of it more or less in our practice, 
believe it to contain an active principle of Sarsapa­
rilla, in a highly concentrated form, and as a prepa­
ration, we esteem it as one of the best we have ever 
met with.
J. Trowbridge, M. D. 
Charles Wirine, M. D. 
Josiah Barnes, M. D. 
J. E. Hawley, M. D. 
A. Miller, M. D.
Cyrenius Chapin, M. D. 
Moses Bristol, M. D.
J. E. Marshall, M. D.
A. S. Sprague, M. D.
F. L. Harris, M. D.
PROSPECTUS OF THE
B ESTEBN EPISCOPAL OBSEKVER.
VOLUME XI.
Arkangfmets having been made to publish the 
Gambier Observer and Western Church Journal 
simultaneously at Cincinnati and Louisville, at the 
close of the present volume in December next, the 
uaner will thenceforth be continued under the name 
of the Western Episcopal Observer, and printed 
at the Western Church Press, Cincinnati.
The change of location to point so central to 
the West, and so convenient for the early reception 
and rapid diffusion of intelligence, will it is believed, 
greatly increase the usefulness and interest of the 
paper. With a view the more effectually to secure 
these objects, the Proprietor has invited and obtained 
the editorial co-operation of the three resident Rec­
tors whose names are subjoined with Ins own. 1 he 
paper will therefore, from the commencement ol the 
next (the XI) volume be issued under the joint edi­
torship of the subscribers, and printed and published 
as above.
The Observer will continue to maintain and put 
forth with renewed zeal, those leading doctrines o- 
the Gospel which it has always held and defended 
as essential to piety of heart and life; and as an 
Episcopal paper, will continue its faithful advocacy 
of the peculiarities of our communion.
h is the design of the editors to establish such c 
respondence with the Atlantic cities as will secure 
the earliest religious intelligence: and by a similar 
arrangement at the West, to make their journa a 
vehicle of fresh and authentic information, as to the 
establishment and progress of the Church through 
ut the Western Dioceses and Missions.
Chauncey Colton, 
Wji. Jackson,
John T. Brooke,
Unry V. D. Johns
In adililiou Io the above arransemcnl for the responsible cd itonhip of the OB 
SERVEILademrla.ei.tof it ha> beenaasisoed to pie penof the, author of the 
“Vnui.e Bullet* Companion.M the "Life of Wycliffe,” etc. etc. 1 he columns un­
der l ercharee will he mainly devoted to original mailer, or selections from other 
sources, chiefly designed to guide and i nstruct youthful minds -while reference 
will he had m interesting and recreating them by the recital of tacts draw,, from 
mine of me various branches of Natural History and trom Natural Philosophy. 
It isdesi'oe.1 to embellish this department of liie paper will, occasional pictorial 
illuslr.lions of such subjects as may he supposed particularly interesling. A |»r- 
tiou of 'he space under the charge of Miss CONE, will be occupied with mailer 
more particularly interesting lu the female portion ol our readers.
PUBLISHED, AND FOR SALE BY THE
General ProK'stuut Episcopal Sunday School 
Union.
Depository, No. 28 Ann Street, New York.
BOOKS OF INSTRUCTION. 
Union Primer, pef hundred,
ProtEpis S S Books, No. 1, per hundred,
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
$1 H
1 75 
2% 
2:; 
5 50 
656 
3 Oy 
175
Questions on the S S Books,
First Truths,
Catechism No. 1, (Scripture Catechism,) 
Catechism No. 2, (Catechism broken into short 
questions and answers.) do 3(g)
Catechism No. 3, (Catechism enlarged by Bish 
Hobart,) stiff’covers, do 12 55
Catechism No. 4, (by Cuming,) do 6
Lloyd’s Catechism on the Evidences of the Bi 
hie, do
Church Catechism, do
Manual of Short Prayers for Children,
Duty to God, do
Church Primer, do
Sunday-school office of devotion; do 
Sunday-school Psalms and Hymns,
Harmony of the Creeds, do
Questions on the Book of Common Prayer, 
Collects from the Prayer Book, do 
Questions on the Collects, do
Catechism on the Collects, do
Epistles and Gospels from the Prayer Book,
4 06 
15»
2 7;
155 
31* 
6 Of
3 66 
3 Of 
3 0] 
1106 
36 6j 
1066
A WORD TO MOTHERS.
A boy, eight or nine years of age, on re­
turning from an exhibition of wild animals, 
was asked by bis mother1 “How much did 
you have to pay?” “Two shillings,” said 
the child. “O, lie” said the mother, “what 
did you give so much for?” “I couldn’t get 
in without,” was the answer. “Yes you 
could” replied the mother, “if you had only 
told them you hadn't but a shilling, they 
would have let you in.” What a lesson was 
that from a mother to her child ! It is to be 
hoped there are few such mothers in this 
Christian land; hut should this short article 
meet the eye of any parent, mother or father, 
disposed to cherish in a child such a propen­
sity, let me remind them of their solemn re­
sponsibility, and ask them to think of the 
fearful consequences. Think of the fearful 
risk, nay the almost certainly of temporal and 
eternal ruin to one thus taught. Think of the 
fearful retributions of eternity.
Would you have your child grow up a liar? 
Would you make him a moral curse to the 
world ? Would you have him detested among 
the honest and virtuous of the community; 
despised and frowned upon, because unworthy 
of confidence?—Would you, by cherishing 
one wicked practice, open the heart to the 
admission of every evil passion? Remember 
the declaration of God’s holy word, “All liars 
shall have their part in the lake which hurneth 
with fire and brimstone.” Will you, then, 
besides ruining your child lor time, make him 
a vessel of wrath fitted for eternal destruction? 
O where will the consequences of such pa­
rental training end! Follow it through time; 
follow it into eternity—follow it on, on, on! 
O where will the fearful ruin end!
The mother that would wantonly destroy 
the natural life of her child, would be deemed 
a monster of iniquity, and justly held in ab­
horrence. AVhat, then, shall we say of that 
mother who would bring eternal ruin upon 
the soul, and that too for a trifling interest of 
time?
You have seen this mother and child in one
Remember the Sabbath Day.—Several 
persons were travelling to the West in com­
pany.—Those who feared God and kept his 
commandments, would not travel on the Sab­
bath, and of course did not reach Buffalo in 
season to take passage in the ill-fated Erie, 
Those of them who set the law of God at de­
fiance, travelled on the Sabbath, arrived at 
Buffalo just in season to step on board that 
boat as she left the wharf, and to be lauched. 
into eternity a few minutes after.—Puritan.
CHRISTIAN MARTYRS.
According to the calculation of some, about 
200,000 Christian Protestants suffered death in 
seven years, under Pope Julian; no less than 
100,000 were massacred by the French, in, the 
space of three months; the Waldenses who pe­
rished amounted to 1.000,0000; within thirty 
years the Jesuits destroyed 900,000; under the 
Duke of Alva, 36.000 were executed by the 
hangman; 150,000 by the Irish massacre, besides 
the vast multitude of whom the world could 
never be particularly informed, who were pro­
scribed, starved burned, assassinated, chained to 
the galleys for life, or immured within the walls 
of the Bastile, or other of their Church or State 
prisons. According to some, theXvhole number 
of persons massacred since the rise of Papacy, 
including the space of 1,400 years, amounts to 
50,000,000.—Bucks. Exposito.
Perfectionism.—When delusions are a- 
broad in the world, the people should be 
guarded against their influence. A brief ar­
gument, which can be easily remembered, and 
readily recalled, has often proved the salvation 
of a man who has been exposed to the conta­
gious influence of such delusions. In the 
remains of the late and excellent Dr. Nevins, 
of B;|Itimore, we have such an argument 
against perfectionism; it is this: “Against the 
doctrine of sinless perfection in man in this 
life, there lie two serious objections. The 
first is, that it is not proven by the Bible. 
AVhere is the text? The other is, that there 
is, if possible, still less proof of it in actual 
life. Where is the example? Give us the 
text—SIVG us man*
A New Church has been organized in Boston, 
consisting of former members of the Marlboro’ 
Church in consequence of the perfectionism held 
by the majority.
Splendid Loudon Books.
FJMHE Pietoral edition of the Book of Common 
f Prayer, illustrated with many handsome en­
gravings, to which are added original notes by Rev.
Henry Stoking, M. A.
The Life of Christ,illustrated with choice prayers 
from one hundred and thirty eight eminent British 
and Foreign Divines, arid embelished with seventy 
nine engravings after celebrated authors.
Gray’s Elegy illustrated.
The Pictorial Illustrations of the Bible.
Pilgrim’s Progress, with splendid illustrations.
The London Annuals for 1841, viz. The Protes 
tant Annual—Book of Beauty—Forget Me Not— 
The Drawing Room Scrap Book—Finden’s Tableaux 
—The Book of the Boudoir, Books of Poetry, &c.
London Bibles, all sizes.
Just leceived,and for sale by
R. S. 11. GEORGE. 
No. 26 South Fifth street above Chestnut.
Philadelphia.
Boarding and Bay School for Young Ladies.
CONDUCTED BY MRS. GOOCH.
TTNHE Studies in this Institution will be resumed 
jj on Monday, 23d of August.
Mrs. Gooch can accommodate a few more Board­
ing Pupils, and would suggest to those Parents who 
interid placing their Daughters under her care, that 
this is the most advantageous time to commence. 
The season is favorable to study, and the Classes 
will be nearly arranged for the following year; dur­
ing which period there will be no intermission except 
a week at Christmas.
Walnut street, near Fourth, Cincinnati.
July 31. fw.
Hv R. Stagg, M. D.
The following extract of a letter from Dr. J. A. 
Hyde, one of the oldest and most respectable prac­
titioners in the western section, is given.
Youngstown, June 11, 1838.
Mr. C. C. Bristol,
Dear Sir—I am neariy out of Sarsaparilla again, 
and if you please you may send me two dozen hot 
ties by stage or cars, directed to me at this place.
I have frequently prescribed your Compound Fluid 
Extract of Sarsaparilla for two years past, with 
much advantage, in Chronic diseases, especially in 
Scrofula and obstinate cutaneous affections attended 
with a scrofulous habit. Also, in secondary syphilis 
-•and in chronic general debility, from almost any 
cause. It generally proves useful. I think your 
Fluid Extract the best preparation of Sarsaparilla I 
ever used.
With much respect, yours trulv,
J. A. HYDE.
Mr. C. C. Bristol,
Dear Sir: For the last three or four years. I have 
used in my practice Bristol's Extract of Sarsaparil­
la, (prepared by yourself,) and almost invariably 
with the most marked benefit to rny patients. 1 
have prescribed it mostly in chronic diseases of the 
skin and alimentary organs, and also in affections 
arising from the impure state of the blood. I can 
cheerfully recommend it to the public as a safe and 
efficacious remedy in the above diseases.
R. G. SNOW, M. D.
Buffalo, August 15, 1838.
From Doctors Wells and Cheney, resident Physi­
cians at Canandaigua.
Canandaigua, Dec. 27, 1833.
We have frequently prescribed Mr. Bristol’s pre­
paration of Sarsaparilla in our practice, and have al­
ways found it to answer an excellent purpose, in 
places where Sarsaparilla was applicable. Our 
knowledge of the article has not been limited, and 
we can freely say that it is the best preparation o 
Sarsaparilla we have ever used.
R. WELLS, M. D.
E. W. CHENEY, M. D.
*.*For certificates and other evidence, enquire of 
SANFORD & PARK.
Agents for Cincinnati, No. East 4th st.
July 10, 1341.
Gambier, Ohio, Oct. 29, 1840.
I have seen with great satisfaction the particulars 
of.the new arrangement with respect to the pub­
lication editorship, &c., of the Gambier Observer, 
hereafter to be called the “Western Episcopal Ob­
server.” It is reasonable to anticipate a great acces­
sion to the value, circulation and usefulness of the 
paper, from so great an accession of strengthto it 
editorial labors. Its publication at Cincinnati and 
Louisville will bring it into very easy connection with 
all ourwestern and south-western djoceses, while its 
pages will afford a ready opportunity for the publi 
cation of whatever internal matters they may sev 
erally desire -to show to the public. With an earn­
est hope that the paper will be as well sustained by 
a strong subscription, as it certainly will by a vigor 
ous editorship, I feel the greatest cheerfulness in 
recommending it to the patronage of the communi­
ty.
Chas. P. McIlvaine, 
Bishop of the Diocese of Ohio
St. Louis, Nor. 19th, 1840.
I cordially concur in the above.
Jackson Kemper,
Missionary Bishop for Missouri, Wisconsin and Iowa,’ 
and Provisional Bishop of Indiana.
Detroit, Feb. 3, 1841.
I cordially concur in the above.
Same. A. McGoskry,
Bishop of the Diocese of Michigan 
Lexington, Ky. Dec. lOt/i, 1840
The plan of transferring the Gambier Observer to 
a more central point for the whole west, with the 
hope of rendering it, in time, what its new name 
imports, ‘ A Western Episcopal Observer,’ ineels 
with my cordial approbation; and I shall be ready 
at all times, to lend a helping hand, in every way in 
my power, to its able editors and conductors.
B. B. Smith,
Bishop of the Diocese of Kentucky
New Orleans, March’UQth, 1841
Tn your paper I recognize an efficient auxiliary 
in the dissemination of the truths of the gospel 
and shall be happy to see its circulation extended in 
the dioceses with which J am connected. I shall 
be happy to hear that you have an extended circu 
lation throughout the western chinch, ft will give 
me pleasure to communicate to you from time to 
time, such ecclesiastical intelligence as may trans 
pire within my sphere of labor.
Leonidas Poi.k, 
Missionary Bishop of Arkansas, and Provisional Bish
op of Louisiana and Alabama.
TERMS.
The Western Episcopal Observer will be 
sued weekly on a double medium folio sheet, on pa 
per fine of quality and with new and handsome typ 
and furnished to subscribers on the following terms 
$2,50 in advance or $3,00 at the end of six months
Questions on the Epistles and Gospels, 2 parts 11 
Bible Companion, 2 vols., do 60
12 5* 
12 56 
1»56 
1251 
12
. ' 8A discount of 25 per cenh from the above pri<t 
is allowed to Sunday-schools auxiliary to theUnieu. 
LIBRARY BOOKS.
The Protestant Episcopal Sunday School Lihrap 
63 vols. 18mo.—nett price 20 cents each.
The Juvenile Library, 5 vols. 32mo.—nett price 
15 cents each.
Address oil orders Jor Books, and all remittance, te 
John W. Mitchell, Treasurer, or
Daniel Dana, Jr., Agent.
Union Depository, 28 Aung,
The above books are also for sale at the bookstore 
of ISAAC N. WHITING,
Columbus,
do do 2, do
do do 3, do
do The Acts, 1, do
do do 2, do
do do 3, do
Salina.
,'j RS. KILOfJ, a native of England, is desirous 
./g to receive into her family three Young Ladies, 
under 14 years of age, as associates with her daugh­
ters in their studies, who would participate with them 
the comforts of home, combined with the discipline 
of School.
Cards of terms may be had at Mr. Lucas’ Book­
store, or at Mr. Hadlucks, 92 Main street, or of Mrs. 
K. Mount Auburn, 26 July, 1841.
The most respectable references can be given,
July 31.
Boarding anil S#;«y School for Young Jjnilir.t.
CONDUCTED BY MRS. GOOCH,
Walnut-Street, (near Fourth,) Cincinnati. 
rf^HE course of instruction pursued in this esta-
lL blishinent includes all the most important and 
eful branches of female education, comprising the 
following studies: The English and French lan­
guages, Writing, Arithmetic, Geography, Composi­
tion, Ancient and Modern History, Rhetoric,Philos­
ophy, Astronomy (with the use of Globes), Belles-
Lettres, &c.
Harp, Piano-forte and Drawing, with landscape 
and Flower Painting.
Great attention is paid to the deportment, as well 
as to the moral and intellectual improvement of the 
Pupils.
Terms and further particulars may be known on 
personal application or by letter.
References—
Rt. Rev. . P. McIlvaine, D. D., Gambier
l<ev.’ H. V°.llD?jilms’’ ) Cincinnati.
Sept. 8, 1840. .
A Card.—Having been intimately acquainted with 
Mrs. Gooch for some time past, as an esteemed 
member ofmy church, and having had ample oppor­
tunities of observing her course as the head of a 
Female Seminary, 1 can cordially recommend lier 
school, as one of the best 1 have ever met with. 
Mrs. Gooch has been for fifteen years engaged in 
England and in this country in female education, 
and brings to her responsible p’ofession, a large 
share of experience, and sound and varied learningi 
Parents entrusting their daughters to her care, may 
have every confidence that they will be faithfully 
taught, arid kindly watched over, when disengaged 
from study. H. V. D. Johns,
Rector of St. Paul’s C/i., Cincinnati.
Sept. 10, 1840.
SontSigutc’s Tour.
NARRATIVE of a Tour through Armenia Kurdistan, Peisia and Mesopotamia, with an Introduction and Occasional Observations upon the 
Condition of Mohammedanism and Christianity i 
these Countries. By the Rev. Horatio Southgate 
2. vols., roy. 12mo.
The work of which we have given the title in full 
at the beginning of this paragraph, we esteem, after 
a careful perusal, the most valuable of all the histo 
ries of travel in tl;e East with which the press ha 
teemed for the last two or three years, in that 
gives the only comprehensive and full account o 
Mahommedanism and oriental sects and institutions 
as they really exist. We have had an abundance of 
books of travel, full of interesting personal adven 
lure, and graphic discriptions of scenery and antiqui 
tiesibut before the present,no work so full in its expo 
sition of the dominant religion of Asia, or of the 
condition of its various countries. Mr. Southgate 
performed his extensive tour under the direction of 
the Foreign Committee of the Board of Missions o 
the Protestant. Episcopal Church in the United 
States. Beside the information which the nature 
of iiis appoitntment lead us to expect in his pages rela 
tive to the peculiar institutions of the country and 
to the Christian churches which remain yet scate 
ed over its surface, he had added much to 
knowledge of oriental particular geography and 
statistics, and the work is illustrated by a number of 
maps and engravings, that add very much to its in 
terest and value.
4 he I’lag Ship: or a voyage aiound the World, 
in the United States Frigate Columbia; attended by 
her consort, the Sloop of War John Adams, and 
bearing the broad Pennant of Commodore George 
C. Read. By Fitch W. Taylor, Chaplain to the 
Squadron. 2 vols., roy., 12ino. Illustrated with 
Engravings.
For sale at the Bookstore of
, ISAAC N. WHITING.
Columbus, March 19, 1841.
Jj. E. BIIEWSTEK,
STOCK AND EXCHANGE 
XXi 1X2. -o O-X XJ23
CINCINNATI.
Office and Residence cf Dr. Lawrence, 
at dr.waldo’s, third street, 
Near the Post Office.
May 22. no 21
B . M . BISSELL,
EXCHANGE BROKER,
West Third Street,
Feb. 1841. Cincinnati, Ohio
w Indiana Scrip,ANTED by I. M. BISSELL. 
West Third Street
IVES SII.1 W,
MERCHANTS AND TAILORS,
No. 11, I Lest Third Street.
CHRIST to Return; a Practical Exposition oftlie Prophecies recorded in the 24th and 25th chap­ters of the Gospel according Io St. Matthew. With 
a Preface, by the Right Rev. L. Siliman Ives, D.D. 
Bishop of Ihe Diocese of North Carolina. By G. 
Einlen Hare, Rector of Trinity Church, Princeton,
Spencer’s Appeals to the Heart.
For sale by HENRY PERKINS,
234 Chesnutstreet.
Philadelphia.
Pictnral SilaMtralions of the Bible,
AND VIEWS IN THE HOLY LAND.
FTTHE undersigned has received a lot from the pub- 
lislier—New-York, and would respectfully in­
vite the public and 1 lie Christian community espe­
cially to call and examine it at his Periodical Agency
Office, Third street, 3 doors West of Walnut, where 
he has it for sale. They are highly recommended 
by the most distinguished clergymen in the Last, as 
worthy the particular attention of the pul lie.
May 8. ” C. TO BEY, Agent.
RlcIIvninc ©sb tlnstiiicatioiia
TSAAC X. WHITING, Bookseller and Publish- 
X. er. Columbus, has just published Justification 
by 1'aith; with an Appendix: By the Rt. Rev, 
Charles Pi McIlvaine, D. I)., Bishop of the Prot. 
Church in the Diocese of Ohio. I vol.Price, hand- 
®01T1®'yJ)0un<l> 37?,ets. The work may be had of Myers 
& Miller Gambier; S. Wells, Newark; A. P. 
Kntcliards, Granville; Ed. Lucas Co. Cincinnati; 
also m l lidadelphia, at the bookstores of 11. llook 
er, .1. Whetham, George W. Donohue, and IL S. 
George; Baltimore, at Armstrong & Berry’s; 
Washington City, at William M. Morrison’s; New 
York, Swords, Stanford & Co., D. Appleton & 
Go., Gould, Newman & Saxton, and at the Depos­
itory of the General Protestant Episcopal Sunday 
School Union;New Haven, at S. Babcock's and B. 
i> ,1 " N°yes: J,artfonb Spalding &, Slorr’s and 
Belknap A. Hamcrsley’s; Boston, Crocker & Brew­
ster, and James B. Dow’s; Pittsburgh, J. J. Kay 
& C o, J
Columbus, July 10, 1840.
Eclectic School Books.
rpiIE Eclectic Series of School Books, for sale I at the new Bookstore, on West Fourth Street. 
Also, Bible Quadrupeds, Hieroglyphic Bible, The
Western Primer, and agreat variety of other instruc­
tive and amusing toy books.
July 17. W. BURTON.
NOTICE.
GR DRAKE wishes to inform those who 
• . n,niy es,rf! to communicate with him profes- 
i'011'1. Di°r °.j ler"lse, that he will not return to 
Aiin.svi e 1 I ihe commencement of the Medical 
ure®» he first of November, till when he may 
vi c'U'lv house of his son-in-law, Alexander H.
J?ay 7’ T fd St’ °P°slte ,he Bazaar’
Rev.I.Covert’s Balm of Cite.
ANEW and valuable remedy for the cured Coughs, Asthma, Bronchitis, Croup Hliaojihf Cough, and incipient diseases of the Lungs an 
Windpipe. Extensively used and recommendedb 
the medical faculty,to whom the receipt has been het. 
ly made known.
1. COVERT & CO., Proprietors, Auburn, N. 1 
The proprietor is now receiving, almost daily 
testimonials of the highest respectability in favord 
his medicine, from physicians, clergymen, and ott­
ers, who have become acquainted with its nature ant 
effect,—among which are the following:
[From the Boston Medical Journal, Aug. 26,1840.
The following is an extract from an article in that 
paper on ‘Morbus Laryngeus oncionatorum,’ 01 
Bronchitis, by Frank 11. Hamilton, Professor of 
Materia Medica and General Pathology in Geneva 
Medical College:
The Bev. I. Covert’s mixture, also now used 
so extensively for this affection by clergymen, 
belongs to the same class of stimulating expector­
ants, being one of those lucky combinations ofme- 
dical agents which, while it promotes expectoration, 
does not impair the lone of the stomach. Of thin 
medicine we feel at liberty to speak, since its com­
position is not held from the Profession, andne 
hope the proprietors will soon see fit to give itlo 
the public. We, therefore, venture to recommend 
t, having employed it in our own case, and in the 
cases of many others with decided benefit.’
To all whom it may concern: This may certify 
that I have examined the Rev. I. Covert's ingre 
dients, compounded under the name of the Balm o 
Life: and believe said compound is happily calcula 
ted to relieve persons of ail ages and sexes afflicted 
with acute and chronic diseases of the lungs and 
windpipe, as indicated by coughs, difficult breathing 
and pains in different parts of the chest, if adminis­
tered under suitable circumstances and in appropri­
ate doses. JOSEPH T. PITNEY,
Physician and Surgeon. 
Auburn, August 31,1838.
This certifies that having examined the Rev. I. 
Covert’s Balm of Life, in all its component parts, 
we do believe it to be one oi the best compounds 
for toughs, chronic inflammations, etc., of which 
we have any knowledge, and do most cordially re­
commend its use to all afflicted with the above 
named diseases.
J. W. DANIELS, M. D., ?
W. J. LOVEJOY, M. D., (
GORDON NEEDHAM, M. D., Onondaga. 
E. LAWRENCE, M. D., Baldwiusville. 
The nature of the composition of Ihe Rev. I- Cov­
ert’s Balm of Life, having been fully explained to 
the following medical gentlemen, they have consen­
ted that they may be referred to as authority for iti 
utility as an expectorant in those chi oriic cases 0 
pulmonary disease in which that class of remedies 
is indicated.
D. M. Reese, M. D, Professor of Theory and 
Practice of Medicine in the Albany Medical Col 
lege.
J. M’Naughton, M. D., Professor of Anatomy 
and Physiology in the Fairfield Medical College. 
AIahk Stephenson, M. D., New York city. 
l)oct. M. McKnigiit, New York city.
J. R. Mitchell, M. D., Philadelphia.
C. D. Townsend, M. D., or John Wilson, M-D-i 
Albany.
From the Rev. D. More.—In 1625 my lungsh 
came seriously diseased, and continued so for neariy 
fourteen years; and about six years since 1 was at 
tacked with a chronic bronchitis, which occasion^ 
jne much pain and distress, attended by difficult 
breathing and pains in various parts of the chest. 
In March last I purchased a bottle of Rev. I. Co 
vert’s Balm of Life, and the effect has beep, that mJ 
breathing is about as before 1 was taken, my chron­
ic bronchitis nearly, if not altogether cured,ami 
the pains of the chest have subsided. I have great 
confidence in the Balm of Life, and think it a goou 
and safe medicine. ,
DAVID MORE.
Aurelius, N. Y., Aug 21, 1839.
From the Rev. H. Bannister, A. B., Teachers! 
Languages, in the Cazenovia Seminary.—This cer­
tifies that I iiave successfully used the Rev. I- Co 
vert's Balm of Life, in the case of an obstinate 
cold which resulted in a settled inflammation of the 
lungs, the Balm of Life, after the trial of severs, 
other medicines for several weeks, effected a graft' 
ual but permanent cure.
II. BANNISTER-
Cazenovia, April 18, 1839.
The following from the Rev. L. Halsey, D. D-i 
Professor of Ecclesiastical History, etc., in the .W- 
burn Theological Seminary, has just been ree­
ved:
Rev. I. Covert—My Dear Sir: In referrencc|k 
your medicine, 1 deem it my duty to state, that fa 
a long time I have been afflicted with a chronic bree* 
chilis and its usual accornpavaniments; and I 
induced to try your preparation, on the nssura»<* 
from medical men that it contained no hazardous 
ingredients. The result has been the allayirf 
febrile irritations and gradual restoration of healthy 
functions to the throat, so that I am enabled to K- 
turn to the labors of the desk. 1 think the lnedi- 
cine entitled to the attention of all persons siniil»H 
affected.
Yours truly, LUTHER HALSEY'.
Auburn Theo. Seminary, March 9, 1840. 
lETPrice $1 per bottle.
For sale in Cincinnati (wholesale and retail) by 
B. F. SANFORD.
at the proprietors’ ‘Western office’ on Fourth fetred 
between Main and Sycamore.
Sold also in Columbus, by Isaac N. Whiting 
Zanesville, by A. Lippitt. 
Steubenville, by Ja’s Turnbiil" 
Cleveland, by Sanford and
IMPERIAL, Gunpowder and Young Hyson Teas, 
of superior quality, lor sale by 
May 8. D. K. CADY.
Shaker Ware.
JUST received, a new lot of the above kind of vvare-Wash-Tubs, Foot-Tubs, Churns and imckets, painted and unpainted. For sale hv 
May 8’ D. K. CADY.
Sperm Oil.
UST received a superior article of Bleached 
Winter Strained Oil, expressly for Family use
For sale by
E>. K. CADY.
Corner of Walnut and Fifth st.
